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SYSTEM DIESCIRIHOTION
Prototype System i has been designed by !BM under contract \nS8-3 036 to :NASA
r 	 . "
Marshall Space Flight Center as a solar heating a3.i hot water preheat system
for a single family dwelling. The system uses air collectors and a pebble bed
storage. .Domestic water is preheated with a. heat exchanger in the hot air duct.
i
Figure 1-1 is a pictorial illustration of the system, which was designed for
w installation on a dwelling in the 1500 to 2500 square foot range. The design
can be scaled up or down to accommodate a wide range of heating and hot water
requirements for other single family, multi-family or commercial buildings with-
out sierifi.sr_t change to the design concept.
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Figure 1 .2. Pr,nribal flt-ments of system.
Principal elaments of the system are (1) flat plate air type sour collectors,
(2) a pebble bed for thermal storage of collected solar energy, (3) an air
handling unit to move and direct the air through the energy transport system,
an air-to-water heat exchanger and circulating pump to allow for transfer
of heat from the collector/storage circuit to the domestic bot rater circuit,
(5) a domestic hot water pre-heat tank for storage and transfer of collected
energy into the conventional domestic water heater, (b) an air--to-air heat
pump and electric strip `eaters to supply auxiliary energy during periods of
insufficient solar i.nsolaticn, and (7) a ducting system to convey the solar
heated air between system compcnerts and into the heated space. These elenents
are shown in Figure I-2 (above),
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
	 J
This performance specification establishes the requirements for the design
and performance of the solar heating and domestic hot water system utilizing
air collectors and a heat pump auxiliary energy subsystem. It designates
the Interim Performance Criteria applicable to this type system and defines
the deviations. The appendices specify the system performance for each
defined site location and system size, the installation drawings, a.ld the
detailed configuration diagrams and drawings.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCU14ENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified
herein. Specific document reference made in subsequent shall be by basic title
or reference number only.
2.1 Government Documents
Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined Heating/Cooling
Systems and Dw,Mings, January 1, 1976, U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
Intermediate Minimum Property Standards for SolarFeating and Domestic
Hot Water Systems, April 1976, NBSIR 76-1059, U. `S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development.
SIMS Contract Statement of, Work, NAS8--32036, April. 4, 1976 (with current
modifica Lions) .
2.2 IBM Documents
The following document is referenced for information only:
§lt:
s^
s	 '^
s	 .,
System One, Description of; 12 November 1976,.7933608.
9
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3.0 APPLICATION OF INTERIM PERFORM1ANCE CRITERIA BY TL PE OF SYSTEM
e
The application of each paragraph of the Interim Performance Criteria (!PC) to this
type of system is provided in 'Fable I. Since this system provides solar heating and
hot water, system type "H" designates the IPC application to this system.
	
lc
it
4.0 DEVIATION FROM INTERIM PMFOR.MAINCE CRITERIA
The IPC deviations identified by subsystem evaluation are 'listed in the following i
paragraph.	 F	 ^^
V
Z+
4.1 Peviati.rns to Residential IPC
	
s.
z.
The collector subsystem evaluation has identified three areas of non —conformance.	 a'
z:
These IPC requirements are: (1) ultimate load combination (paragraph 3.2.1), 	 2
(2) resistance to damage (paragraph 3.1.1); and (3) transmission losses due to 	 z
z	 ^
outgassing (paragraph 5.2.6). No vendor data was available to substantiate	 =
these requirements can be met.	 a
3 1
3
4.2 Deviation of Com.. ercial IPC	 3
t	 Not applicable.
3
3
'	 3 i
3 s
^^3
5.0 GOVERN?fENT FLTUNISHED PROPERTY 	 si
4	 E
The following items shall be provided by the government: 	 .:k
4	
'R
(1) Collector subsystem: Solar Energy Products Air Collectors
(Model Pao. EF-212) .
(2) Differential Thermostat: Rho Sigma (Model No. 106).
OF
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APPLICATION
	
TYPE SYSTEMS
A	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTafS INDICATED 	 H	 - HEATING
-1	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTEM ANTD BUILDING	 HC - HEATING AND COOLING
NA - NOT APPLICABLE	 HW - HOT WATER OXLY
RESIDU7IAL INTERIM TYPE RESIDENTIAL INTERL4 TYPE
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTES PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEM.
H HPARAGRAPH PARAGRAPH
1.]	 H and HC System A 1.3.1	 Collector Efficiency A
Performance
1.4	 Thermal Storage A
1.1.1	 Heating Design I
Temperatures 1.4.1	 Storage. Capacity and A
Rate
1.1.2	 Cooling Design NA
Temperatures 1.5	 Habitability of A
Occupied Spaces
1.1.3	 Relative Humid- 1
i,ty and Water Vapor. Pressure 1.5.1	 Heat or Humidity '1
Transfer Effects
1.1.4	 Solar Contribution A
1.6	 Energy Transport 'A
1.1.5	 Operation A Efficiency
Impairment
1.6.1	 Thermal Losses and 'SA
1.2	 HW System A Electrical Power
Subsystem Performance 1
1.7	 i	 Control
1.2.1	 Water Design I 1
3.7.14 Installation and ATemperature
Maintenance
1.2.2	 Storage Design A
Capacity y.7.2'. Manual Adjustment A
1.2.3	 Solar Contribution A 1.7.3	 Inhabited Space A
Temperature
1.2.4
	
Operational. A
Impairment 1.7.4	 Hot'Water Tempera- • A
tore
1.3
	
Collector Performance A
1.8	 Auxiliary.Energy A
1.8.1	 Design Loads A
.
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APPLICATION TYPE SYSTE."fS
A	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTE"!S INDICATED H	 -- HFATTNG
I	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTEM 0"D BUILDING	 HC - HEATING AND COOLING
NA - NOT APPLICABLE HW - HOT WATER ONLY
RESIDENTIAL INTERI!q TYPE r RESIDENTIAL INTERIM TYPE
1PERFORK01 CE CRITERIA	 1 SYSTE11 PERFOR1110CE CRITERIA SYSTEM
PARAGRAPH H PARAGRAPH H
2.1	 System Design A 2.3
	
Leakage Prevention A
Conditions
2.3.1	 Pressure Test A
2.1.1
	
Equipment Capabilities A Nonpotable Fluids
2.1.2
	
Noise or Erosion- A 2.3.2	 Pressure Test: A
Corrosion Potable Water
2.1.3	 Operati-ig Conditions A 2.3.3	 Air Transport A
Systems
2.1.4	 Fluid Flow in A
Collectors 2.4	 Collector Adjust- A
ment
2.1.5	 Entrapped Air A
2.4.1	 Orientation and Tilt A
2.1.6	 Thermal Expansion A
of Fluids 2.4.2	 Mutual Shadowing A
2.1.7
	
Pressure Drops A 2.a
	
Subsystem Isolation A
2.1.8	 Condensate Removal N.A. 2.5.1
	
Shutdown in Multi- A
family Housing
2.2
	
Mechanical Stresses A
2.6
	
Heat Transfer Fluid A
2.2.1	 Vibration Stress A Quality
Levels
2.6.1
	
Liquid Quality A
2.2.2	 Vibration from Moving A
Parts 2.6.2	 Air Quality A
2.2.3
	 Water Hammer A 2.6.3
	
Fluid. Quality A
2.2.4
	 Vacuum Relief A 2.6.4
	
Freezing Protection A
Protection
2.7	 Piping Supports A
2..2.5
	 Thermal Changes A
2.7.1	 Applicable Plumbing A
2.2.6
	 Flexible Joints A Standards
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APPLICATION
	
TYPE SYS7E^15
A - APPLICABLE TO SYSTMS INDICATED	 H	 - HFIATING
I	 -- APPLICABLE TO SYSTEX AN'D BUILDING	 HC - HEATING AND COOLING
NA - NOT APPLICABLE	 HW - HOT WATER ONLY
RESIDENTIAL INTERM TYPE RESIDENTIAL INTERM TYPE	 G
PERFORIWCE CRITERIA SYSTM4 PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEM
PARAGRAPH H PARAGRAPH H
2.8
	 Excessive Pressure A 3.5.1	 Design Provisions I
and Temperature Protection
. 3.5	 Creep and Residual. I
2.8.1	 Relief Valves and A Deflection
Vents
3.6.1	 Deflection Limita- I
3.1	 Structural Design A tions
Basis
3.7	 Hail, Resistance A
3.1.1	 Applicable Standards A
3.7.1	 Hail Size and A
3.1.2	 Service Loads A Loading
3.2	 Failure Loads and A 3.8	 Constraint Loads A
Load Capacity
3.8.1	 Foundation Settle- A
3.2,1	 Ultimate Load A ment
Combinations
3.8.2	 Constrain Loads A
3.2.2	 Ice Loads A
3.9	 Ponding.Condition A
3.2.3	 Vehicular Loads I
3.9.1	 Design Provisions A
3.2.4	 Load Capacity A
4.1
	
Plumbing and A
3.3
	
Damage Control A Electrical Installation
3.3.1	 Resistance to Damage A 4.1.1	 Plumbing Codes A
3.3.2	 Glazing Design A 4.1.2	 Eiectrical Codes A
3.4	 Cyclic Lc-ais A 4.2
	
Fail.-Safe Controls A
3.4.1
	
Deflection Limitations A 4.2.1
	
System Failure A
Prevention
3.5
	
Cutting of Structural. T
Elemeatg 4,2­2	 Automatic Pressure A
Relief Valves
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4.3	 Fire Safety A 4.7	 Excessive Surface A
Temperatures
4.3.1	 Applicable Fire A
Standards 4.7.1
	 Protection from A
Heated Components
4.3.2	 Penetrations through I
Fire Rated Assemblies 5.1	 Effects of External A
Environment
4.4	 Toxic A
5.1.1	 Solar Degradation A
4.4.1	 Provisions of Catch A
Basins 5.1.2	 Soil Corrosion A
4.4.2	 Detection of Toxic and A 5.1.3	 Airborne Pollutants A
Flammable Fluids
5.1.4	 Dirt Retention A
4.5	 Safety T on Cover Plate Surface
4.5.1	 Emergency Egress I 5.1.5	 Abrasive Wear A
and Access
4.5.2	 Identification and A
5.1.6	 Fluttering by Wind A
Location of Controls 5.2	 Temperature and A
4.6	 Protection and Potable A
Pressure Resistance
Water and Circulated Air 5.2.1
	
Thermal Degradation A
4.6.1	 Contamination by A 5.2.2	 Deterioration of A
Materials heat Transfer Fluids
4.6.2	 Separation of A 5.2.3	 Thermal Cycling A
Circulation Loops Stresses
4.6.3	 Backflow Prevention A 5.2.4	 Leakage A
4.6.4	 Growth of Fungi A 5.2.5	 Deterioration of
Gaskets and Sealants
A
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APPLICATION	 TYPE SYSTZ'.S
A	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTEMS INDICATED 	 H	 -- HF-ATI14G
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RESIDE'N'TIAL INTERIM TYPE RESIDE 71AL INITERDI TYPE
PERF'ORNWXE CRITERIA SYSTEM": P£P.FOR*'.A.'.;CE CRITERIA SYSTEM
H HPARAGRAPH PARAGRAPH
5.2.6	 Transmission Losses A 6.1.5	 Filters A
Due to Outgassing
6.1.6	 Potable Water A
5.3	 Chemical and Compati- A Shutoff
bility of Components
6.2	 Installation, A
5.3.1	 Materials/Transfer A Operation•and Mainte-
Fluid Compatibility nance Manual
5.3.2	 Corrosion of A 6.2.1	 Installation A
Dissimilar Materials. Instructions
5.3.3	 Corrosion by A 6.2.2	 Maintenance and A
Leachable Substnace Operation Instructions
F
5.3.4
	
Effects of Decom- A 6.2.3
	
Maintenance Plan 1A
position Products
6.2.4
	
Replacement Parts A
5.4	 Components Involving A I IL
;AMoving Parts 6.3	 t	 Repair and Service
Personnel
5.4.1	 Wear and Fatigue A
At6.3.11 Maintenance of H
6.1	 Accessibility for A and HC Systems
Maintenance
6•.3.2' Maintenance of DHW A
6.1.1
	
Access for System A System
Maintenance
7.1	 Design I
6.1.2	 Access for System A
Monitoring 7.1.1	 Dwelling Design I
6.1.3	 Draining and A 7.1.2	 Mobile Home Design I
Filling of Liquids
7.1.3	 Site Design I
6.1.4
	
Flushing of Liquids A
Subsystems 7.1.4	 Passive Use of I
a Solar Energy
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RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS, INTERIM PER^OR A::CE CRITERIA SUMMARY
Sheet A	 of 7
APPLICA' x0?. 	 TYPE SYSTEKS
A	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTEMS INDICATED 	 H	 - HEATING
I	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTEM AND WILDING	 HC - HEATING AND COOLING
NA - NOT APPLICABLE	 HW - HOT WATER ONLY
RESIDENTIAL INTER14 TYPE RESIDENTIAL IN'TERI'M TYPE
PERF011 %NCE CRIT£ Lk SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEL-q
H HPARAGRAPH PARAGRAPH
7.2	 Adequate Space T 8.3	 Mechanical and I
Electrical Functioning
7.2.1	 Collector Area I of Connections
7.2.2	 Storage Area I 8.3.1	 Plumbing I
Connections
7.2.3	 Utili:y Chases I
8.3.2	 Electrical 1
7.3
	
Functioning of T Connections
Dwelling Site
9.1	 Structures I
7.3.1	 Space Use T Integrity
7.3.2	 Shading of Adjacent T 9.1.1	 Movement in ;	 T
Structures Adjacent Structures
7.3.3	 Impact on Environment T 9.2	 Structural 4T
Integrity of Dwelling
7.3.4	 View T
9.2.1
	
Loads I
8.1
	
Interference with I
Mechanical Operation 9.20	 Penetration of
Structural Members
8.1.1
	
Blockage of Solar I
Subsystem 9.3	 Structural I
Connections
8.1.2	 Shading of Collector I
9.3.1	 Structural I
8.1.3	 Sensor Location 1 Connections
8.2
	
Mechanical and T 9.3.2	 Brittle Sub- I
Electrical Functioning of system
Dwelling Site
9.3.3	 Strength and I
8.2.1	 Exhaust and Venting I Stiffness i
8,2.2	 Utilities 1. 10.1	 Safety of Dwelling I
and Site
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RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS, INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SL'tLMY
Sheet	 7	 of	 7
APPLICATION	 TYPE SYSTEMS
A	 -- APPLICABLE TO SYSTEMS INDICATED	 H	 - HEATING
I	 - APPLICABLE TO SYSTEM AND BUILDING 	 HC - HEATING kND COOLING
NA - NOT APPLICABLE
	 HW - HOT WATER ONLY
RESIDENTIAL INTERIM TYPE RESIDENTIAL TNTERIDI TYPE
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEM
PARAGRAPH H PARAGRAPH H
10 •1• 1	 Fire I 12.2.1
	 Accessibility I
10.1.2	 Accidents I 12.2.2	 Ice Dams I
11.1	 Durability I 12.3	 Connections I
!W l Vegetation I 12.31.1	 Accessibility I
11.2	 Durability and 1 13.1	 Visual Character- I
Reliability of Dwelling istics of Dwelling and Site
and Site
_ 13.1.1	 Dwelling I
11.2.1	 Chemical Corrosion A
13.1.2	 Neighborhood I
11.2.2	 Heat and Moisture I
11.2.3
	
Exterior Penetra- I
tions
11.3	 Durability and A
Reliability of Connections
11.3.1	 Material Compatibility A
12.1	 Maintainability of H, I
HC, HW Systems
12.1.1
	
Accessibility I
12.1.2	 Misuse I
12.1.3	 Permanent Maintenance I
Accessories
12.2	 Maintainability of I GRIGEN AAJL PAGE I 
Dwelling and Site 0; POOR QUA Y7
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6.0 GOVM MT DIRECTED REQUIMIE TS
I
The following requirements are specified in 1NASS-32036 and by verbal direction from
the contract oll icer;
(a) IBM shall deliver two identical systems of the following tape:
e	 Single Family Building
e	 Solar Space Heating and Domestic Hot dater
0	 Direct Air System (Air Collector)
s	 Electric Furnace or Heat Pump Auxiliary
(b) All hardware and subsystems, except collectors, and the Rho Sigma differential
thermostat shall be purchased by IBM to good commercial practices as off-the-
shelf hardware.
(c) Collector and pebble bed sizing may be adjusted for each specific site.
7.0 GEOGRAPHICAL AREA 	 !
This heating and hot water system is designed for a single family residence located
in the United States. Areas of application include all regions of the U.S. except
the extreme north, and regions with low heating degree days, such as Southern
California and Florida.
a	 .
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7.1	 apical Geoeraohical Locations
...^
The system design acconodates variation in insulation and heating degree day
ranges as follows:
Mean Daily lnsolation (Typical Winter Mean)	 625 to 1475 BTU /Ft2
Yearly Heating Degree Days 2000 to 6500
Typical Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) within these ranges
are: U
e	 Nashville, IN
r	 Salt Lake City, Utah a
a	 Kansas City, MO
o	 Los Angeles, CA
s^	
`.
s	 Atlanta, GA a
m	 Las Vegas, ATV 7 '
®	 Boston, MA 3
o	 Charleston, SC s`5
0	 Pittsburg, PA 3
0	 Detroit, MI a.
s	 Wichita, KA
0	 El Faso, TX
The system application may be extended to other geographical ranges, however,
to achieve the optimum performance air handler capacity and/or duct sizes may
be impacted.
i
APPE\'OIx A 4
f	 ,
A-0	 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
r
This Appendix defines the performance configuration and installation
C
it
drawings for	 ;DDS Prototype Heating and 'r_oL Water System, IBM Corporation,
System Model Number IA.
is
13'°
25
A--1	 SYSTEM PERF01OLLdCE SHEETS 16	 i
17
' 16
Site — 2g
• 2n
2s
The system shall be installed in a small business office in the city of
.
Huntsville, county of Madison, state of Alabama.
	 This location has a
23
24
design daily average insolation (typical winter mean) of 770 BTU/Ft2 2:
and 3300 heating degree (°F) days (typical annual). 27
7z
^
Heating Capacity
29
30`
3t'
32
The system will provide solar energy for 58 percent of the total heating 33`
load during the heating season based on an average annual heating load, of 3'
65.8 X 10 6 BTU and a peak heating load of 41,250 BTU/Hr.
35
36.
4
3q
Cooling Capacity 31
40
The system will provide solar energy for 1, /A
	
percent of the average 4'
1 tz
r,total cooling during the cooling season, based on an average total 	
,'•
cooling load of
	 N/A BTU/Month and a peak cooling lead of
	 NIA BTU/Hr. CIS
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Auxiliary Energy
The average annual rate of auxiliary energy supplied to the heating and
hot wa*.er loan shall be no greater than 31.8 X 10 6 BTU. This shall be
no greater ehan ('42 percent of the total energy r. •equired for heating ana
hot water. The average rate of auxiliary energy used fot cooling during
{ It 	 the cooling season shall be no ^.-reater than \/A I:'TU/.ionth. This shall be
F
	
no greater than N/A percent of tht: total energy required for cooling.
r
Hot [Dater1
Fifty-two gallons of potable (or usable) hot water shall b¢ delivered
at no less than 1,2 gal/min at temperatures no less than 140 01:.	 Recovery
time shall be no greater than 0.9 hours. 	 The average hot water heating
load will be 0.9 X 10 6 BTU/Month of which 43 percent is provided by
auxiliary energy.
2eratirg Requirements
The maxiium electrical energy required to drive the solar portion of
the system at its rated capacity shall be no greater than 1.0 K.W.
The maximum electrical energy required to drive the complete system
shall be no greater than 28 K.W.	 The average yearly electrical energy
required to drive the system shall be no greater than 6700 K.W.H.
jWater requirements for cooling condensers and/or air humidification shall
be no greater than NIA gal/hr.
i
i
E
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Physical Data - Table III
The following subsystems shall have:
Design life no Weigh% (filled)	 Installation*
less than no	 neater than	 dimensions
i
Heating __LO years N/A lbs =
t
Cooling N/A years N/A lbs 1,
x.
Auxiliary Energy 20 years 600 lbs
2'
z•
Storage 20 years 50000 lbs s!`
z^
x.Potable Water 10 years 1500 lbs z^
(or usable) sS
i Collector 20 years 2000 lbs
3z
Energy Transport 20 years 130 lbs 35
U
37
Controls 20 years 40 lbs n
''See Installation Drawings
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1.0	 SCOPE
1.1	 This specification describes the design and fabrication requirements
for the System lA Collection Subsystem.
2.0
	
APPLICABLE DOCU^1ENTS
2.1	 The following documents fora, a part of this specification unless
otherwise specified herein:
Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined
Heating/Cooling Systems and Dwellings, January 1, 1976, U. S.
..^,	
--- ----------------
Department  of Housing and Urban Development.
Intermediate Minimum Property Standards for Solar Heating and
Domestic Hot Slater Systems, NBSIR 76 . 1059, April 1976.
3.0	 REQUIRM-ENTS
3.1	 General. The collector subsystem shall be designed and fabricated
in accordance with the requirements of the aplicable documents of 2.1 and the re-
quirements as specified herein. The collector subsystem as shown in Figures 1 and
2 consists of the following items:
Solar Collectors
Feeder Ducts
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
Manifold Ducts	 R GOR QUALITY
Installation Hardware
3.1.1	 Fire safety_. All materials used to install and insulate the
collector subsystem shall meet the fire hazard requirements of the IPC. Materials
i shall have a flame-spread rating not over 25 and a smoke developed rating not
higher than 50 per AST-M E84, n733. Duct tape shall not be more combustible
than approved flame proofed fabric.
3.1.2	 Toxic materials. All materials used to install and insulate the
collector subsystem sha'.1 not emit "toxic gases ehen exposed to temperature up to
250oF.
3.1.3	 Corrosion. Materials used to install and insulate the collector
subsystem shall be selected so that their performance will not be affected by
corrosion over the 20 year life of the system.
3.1.4	 Thermal environment. Materials used to install and insulate the
collector subsystem shall be capable of withstanding temperatures from -10 to
250OF without deterioration.
3.2	 Solar collectors. 'fodel EF212 solar collectors manufactured by
Solar Energy Products Company shall be government furnished. The quantity of collectors
is site dependent and shall be as specified in the particular system installation draw-
.;
	
	
ing. Collectors shall be mounted to rafters. The rafters shall be boxed--in to pro-
vide support for the collector on all four sides. The plane of the collector mounting
flange shall face south + 5 degrees and shall be inclined to the horizontal at an angle
which is equal to the sum of the site latitude plus 10 degrees with a tolerance of -3.5
►;;"	 degrees. Collector installation shall be such as to preclude roof leakage.
f1
--^D55-4t-t
	 C^2
7933609
Appendix A may be used as an installation design guide.
3.3	 Feeder ducts. The feeder ducts shall connect the collectors to the
inlet and outlet manifolds ducts. The feeder ducts shall be 6 inches in diameter
and shall be installed in such a manner that the joints at the collector and the
manifold duct can be visually inspected. The lengths of the inlet and return feeder
ducts shall be made equal and be as short as practical, to balance air flow to
collectors and.minimize head loss.
3.4
	 Manifold ducts. Groups of collectors shall be manifolded together for
parallel air flow with an air flow volumetric flow variation between collectors in
any one group being less than 5 percent. When more than one set of manifold ducts
(inlet and outlet) are used to service the collectors, air flow shall be proportioned
so that the volumetric flow variation between any two collectors in the overall system
is less than 10 percent. The maximum average air velocity through any portion of the
manifold ducts shah, be 604 FPM.
3.5
	 Duct interfaces. The collector-feeder duct, feeder duct-manifold duct
and manifold duct--main duct interfaces shall be designed to minimize air leakage and
head losses. Duct tape and sealants shall be used where necessary to minimize air
leakage.
3.5.1	 Collector-{eerier duct interface.
	 The attachment hardware shall be
used at the collector-feeder duct interface so that mechanical stresses are distributed
away from the openings in the collector to the back side of the collector. The
attachment hardware shall not protrude into the collector beyond the rear inside sur-
face of the collector and it shall also insure that the feeder duct does not protrude
beyond this surface.
3.5.2	 Feeder duct-manifold duct interface. The 6 inch duct take-offs used at
the feeder duct-manifold duct interface shall minimize head loss and air leakage.
3.6	 Insulation.
3.6.1	 Collector insulation. The back side of the collector in the area
formed by the boxed-in rafters shall be insulated with a material having a R = 10.5
(3 1/2 inch fiber glass, 1 #/ft or equivalent).
3.6.2	 Duct insulation. Feeder and manifold ducts shall 3be insulated
with a material having a R = 16.5 (5 1/2 inch fiber glass, l#/ft or equivalent).
3.7	 Installation hardware.
3.7.1	 Duct hangers. Manifold ducts shall be suitably installed with
hangers to minimize stresses within the ducts and at duct joints to prevent
separation and leakage. Feeder ducts shall also be supported with hangers if
attachments at the collector and manifold ducts are not adequate to preclude
separation and leakage.
3.7.2	 Duct sealing material. All duct joints and interfaces shall be
tight. Duct tape or suitable sealant shall be applied at joints to eliminate
leakage.
t
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	3.7.3	 Collector mounting hardware. Collectors shall be secured to rafters
and close-outs with 2 inch long Rio. 10 round head or pan head wood screws or equiva-
lent. Screws shall be suitably spaced to secure the collectors to the roof and main-
tain the seal between collectors. Mounting screws shall be selected and installed so
as to minimize electrochemical corrosion.
	
3.7.4	 Insulation attachment hardware. Collector insulation shall be attached
to the ducting with staples, tape and/or straps so that the insulation will be kept
in contact with the ducting throughout the life of the system. The insulation shall
not be excessively compressed so as to lower the thermal resistance of the insulation.
	
3.7.5	 Flashinas. Flashing material shall be selected so as to minimize
corrosion when exposed to weather and when in contact with the collector where electro-
chemical corrosion is possible.
	
3.7.6	 Sealant. A non-hardening sealant shall be used to maintain a water--tight
seal between collector flanges and between collector flanges and flashings. A sealant/
adhesive shall also be used at the collector--feeder duct interface to bond interface
hardware to the collector.
C-4
APPENDIX A
A. PREPARATION OF THE ROOF
1. Trusses or rafters must be located on 24" centers. The length of rafters
or trusses must be greater than 12 feet.
2. The length of the rough opening required for each solar panel is 144".
3. Material of the same cross-section of the rafter is nailed in place between
the rafters at each end to form a rough opening box.
4. Sheathing is applied to the remaining area of the roof. Strips of sheathing
must be nailed along the top of the rafters where the panels are to be
located. This forms a flush mounting surface all around the SOLORON panel.
5. Roofing felt is applied to cover the sheathing up to the panel opening.
6. Apply roof shingles to the lower portion of the roof up to within 2-3"
of the lower edge of the rough opening.
7. Nail in place, in a bed of roofing cement, or high quality non-hardening
sealant, aluminum flashing along the entire lower edge of the rough
opening.
S
B. SETTING AND SEALING THE PANELS
1. Apply a non-hardening sealant bed all around the edge of the first rough
opening (either the extreme left or right hand opening).
2. Set the first solar panel in place making sure that there are no gaps in
the sealant and that the panel is properly seated.
3. Drill clearance holes for 2 inch No. 10 round or pan head wood screws
through aluminum flanges on the bottom and one side of the panel (the
left side if the first panel is on the left, the right side if the first
panel is on the right). The holes should be located approximately 12"
apace on all three sides.
4. Screw down the two sides with 2 inch No. 10 wood screws.
S. Apply high quality non-hardening sealant all around the opening to receive
the next panel. Make sure there are no gaps in the sealant especially
where the flanges of the adjacent collectors overlap.
6. Drill clearance holes through the overalpping flange and the bottom
flanges and screw down the two sides of the collector.
7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for the remaining collectors.
C-5
8. Apply 10" wide aluminum flashing in a bed of roof cement or high quality
non-hardening sealant on the top flange of the panels.
9. Drill, clearance holes for 2" No. 10 wood screws through the flashing and
flange along the top edge of the panels and screw down.
10. Apply roof cement or high quality non-hardening sealant bed along
extreme left and right flanges of the panels.
11. Apply roofing shingles right up to the top of the panel along both
extreme sides of the panel system. 	 1
12. Complete by applying shingling along top edge of the collector up to the
ridge of the roof.	 i
13. It may be desirable to check out the leak-tightness of the installation
by hosing water over all the collectors and joints.
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1.0 SCOPE
This specification describes the design, fabrication and installation requirements
for the System I Energy Storage Subsystem which are necessary for proper system -
performance.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification unless otherwise
specified herein:
Interim Performance Criteria Commercial Solar Heating and Combined
Pleating/Cooling Systems and Facilities
Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined Heating/
Cooling Systems and Dwellings
Intermediate Minimum Property Standards for Solar Heating and Domestic
Hot Water Systems
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 GENERAL
The energy storage subsystem shall be designed, fabricated and installed in
accordance with the requirements of the Interim Performance Criteria and HUD
minimum property standards for Solar Systems and the requirements as specified
herein. The energy storage subsystem consists of the following items:
S	 Pebble bed
®	 Grating
e	 Lower plenum chamber and grating support
0	 Upper plenum chamber
4	 Container	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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3.1.1 Fire Safety. All materials used to install and insulate the energy
stora ge subsystem shall meet the fire hazard requirements of the IP". Materials
shall have a flame-spread rating not over 25 and a smoke developed rating not
higher than 50 per ASTM E84, UL 733.
3.1.2	 Toxic Materials.	 all materials used to install and insulate the energy 10
storage subsystem shall not emit toxic gases when exposed to temperature ups
to 250 OF.
14
is
3.1.3	 Corrosion.	 Materials used to install and insulate the energy storage 16
subsystem shall be selected so that their performance shall not be affected
17
as
by corrosion over the 20 year life of the system. 19
sa
7,s
3.1,4	 Thermal Environment.	 Materials used to install and insulate the energy
storage subsystem shall be capable of withstanding temperatures from -10 to x
250OF without deterioration. 25
x7
3.2	 PEBBLE OED
as
30
3.2.1	 Pebble Selection 31
sx
33
The pebbles used in the bed shall be washed to remove dirt, sand and other 3^
foreign matter to insure maximum heat transfer characteristics.	 The type
33
36
and size requirements are as follows: s7
3g
Type:	 Relatively smooth, rounded pebbles, such as, river
df
stones.,
^z
Nominal Size: The mean size of the pebbles shall fall within the range ^S
of 1/2 to 2 inches.
rte'
i
Relative	 Pebbles of approximately the same size shall be utilized
Pebble Size:	 to insure adequate air flow.	 Relative pebble size variations sl
r	
shall be (-ntrolled so that the maximum pressure drop across sr
s
the bed is not exceeded. (See paragraph 3.2.2.2)
-si
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3.2.2 Bed Size. The size of the pebble bed shall be within the architectural
constraints of the building and L'he requirements and limitations identified
herein.
3.2.2.1 Therr^al Storage Capacity/Volurge. The volume of the bed shall be such
that the thermal storage capacity is 15 ± 5 BTtI/ o F/ Ft. 2 collector.
Note:
This thermal capacity is equivalent to 3/4 + 1/4 cubic foot of pebbles per
square foot of collector area. One cubic foot of pebbles weighs approximately
100 pounds. Each collector panel contains 19.7 square feet of effective area.
3.2.2.2 Bed Dimensions. The hei ght of the pebble bed shall be 5 ft. minimum.
Cross-sectional area (lateral dimensions) shall be determined, within the con-
straints identified, such that the static pressure drop across the pebble bed
at nominal air flow rates through the bed shall be a minimum of 0.1 and a maximum
of 0.6 inches of water column.
3.3 GRATING
The pebble bed shall rest on a metal grating which shall not allow properly sized
pebbles to pass through, shall have strength to support the pebble bed weight,
and shall minimize resistance to air flow.
3.4 PLENUI CHNIBERS
Plenum chambers shall be located at the top and bottom of the pebble bed and
shall interface directly with the solar system main ductwork. They shall be
designed to provide air flow +vertically through the pebble bed in either direction.
The plenums and inlets shall be designed to minimize air channeling through the
pebble bed.
D-4
7933610
3.5 CONTAINER
The container, in combination with the plenum chambers, shall completely enclose
the pebble bed and form an integral structure. Materials and fabrication techni-
ques to be utilized are at the discretion of the builder/designer. House walls
may form part or all of the container if structurally adequate.
3.6 PEBBLE BED ACCESS
Access must be provided to the pebble bed such that the pebbles can be inspected
or replaced at any time. This access may be provided through the side walls of
the container or through the upper plenum chamber.
3.7 IKULATION
Except for the interface with the main system ducts at the top and bottom plenum
chambers, the energy storage subsystem shall be completely enclosed with insulation
having a value of R11 or greater. This insulation can be mounted on inside or out-
side surfaces of the container and plenum chambers provided that thermal leakage
paths to ambient conditions do not exist. At the interfaces with the solar system
ductwork, the energy storage subsystem insulation must mate with the main duct
insulation such that thermal leakage paths do not exist.
3.8 AIR AND WATER LEAKAGE
All elements of the energy storage subsystem shall be sealed to prevent air
leafage from the air passages to ambient. The subsystem shall also be sealed
to prevent ingress of ground water.
3.9 GROWTH OF FUNGI
Components and materials used in the energy storage subsystem shall not promote
the growth of fungi, mold or mildew.
r
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3.10 Pressure Drop
The static pressure drop ac-Oss the Enera v Stora ge Subsystem from inlet duct	
7
to exit duct shall be from .1 to .7 inches water column at nominal system flow-
rates.
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THE SOLAR AIR CONTROLLER IS A PACKAGED ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEM.
SOLAR AIR CONTROLLER	 ZIA ASSOCIATES, INC.
MODEL 75-176 (FOUR
MODE CONTROLLER)
THE SOLAR AIR CONTROLLER IS TO HAVE:
1. (@LISTED WIRE ABOVE 70 VOLTS.
2. U L LISTED 24V RELAYS. (HONEYWELL R8225D1003 & R8225A?017)
3. CLASS 11 TRANSFORMER. (HONEYWELL AT7481004)
STANDARD FEATURES FROM MANUFACTURE ARE:
d	 a	 1. DIFFERENTIAL OFFSET PROGRAMMABLE 100 - 600 F.
O 2. HYSTERESIS PROGRAMMABLE 3° - 20° F.
p	
3. PROGRAMMABLE DELIVERY TEMPERATURE SET 90 0 - 1200 F.
evo 	 4. FOR 115 VAC OPERATION.
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The Auxiliary Energy Subsystem provides the necessary energy to supple-
ment the solar system. it is designed to provide the entire heating
load in the event solar energy is not available. In addition, the system
will provide cooling for summer time operation.
The subsystem consists of a air-to-air split-system heat pump and
separate resistance heaters.
The heat pump is sized for the building cooling load. Heating capacity
of the heat pump is augumented by the resistance heaters to meet the
building heating load at local design temperatures. The resistance
heaters are located in the transport system such that the solar heating may
also be augumented.
The heat pump and resistance heaters shall be furnished by the building
owner.
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1.0 SCOPE
1.1 This specification describes the design, fabrication and installation-
requirements for the Integration Subsystem of Solar Heating and Hot Water
System 1.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent
that they apply to the items of hard
w
are noted herein:
o	 Interim Perforr ance Criteria Commercial Solar Heating /Cooling
Subsystems and Facilities ( hereafter referred to as the IPC)
o	 Intermediate Minimum Property Standards for Solar Heating and
Domestic Hot Water Systems
o	 Local Building, Plumbing, Mechanical, Electrical and Fire
Protection Codes
o	 Installation Plans and Specifications
3.0 REOUIREi1ENTS
3.1 General.
The Integ ration Subsystem consists of the necessary hardware to interconnect
the various subsystem components to provide a solar heating and hot water system.
3.1.1 Fire safety. All materials used to install and insulate the collector
subsystem, shall meet the fire hazard requirements of the IPC. i;aterials
shall have a flarie -spread rating not over 25 and a smoke developed rating
not higher than 50 per AST'01 ES' , UL 733. Duct tape shal l not be more
combustible than approved flame-proofed fabric.
ORIGINAL PAGE I^
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3.1.2 Corrosion. Materials used to install and insulate the collector
subsystem shall be selected so that their performance will not be affected
by corrosion over the 20-year life of the system.
3.1.4 Thermal environment. Materials used to install and insulate the
collector subsystem shall be capable of withstanding temperature from -100F
to 2500F without deterioration.
3.2 Interconnecting Ducts
Within the CFM, velocity and static pressure parameters called for in
the System Design Specification, the interconnecting ducts may vary in size
as dictated by the availability of space within the building and the size
of the connections to the various subsystems serviced by this hardware.
However, the installation design shall provide as short a run as practical
to minimize friction losses. All duct joints and connections shall be
designed to minimize air leakage and shall provide necessary brackets,
angles and supporting hardware to minimize stresses on subsystem components.
3.3 Duct Sealing Material
All duct joints and interface with subsystem components shall be sealed
with duct tape or suitable sealant to eliminate air leafage.
3.4 Dampers
3.4.1 Back-draft dampers. Four automatic back-draft dampers shall be
installed in the duct work to provide for flow control and regulation.
Location of these dampers will be in accordance with the system schematic
P/N 7933608.
F-3
955-Dow
"--
A7933615	 e
3.9.2 Shut-off dampers. Four manually operated dampers shall be installed
within the interconnecting duct work to provide for collector and attic
ventilation and isolation of the Pebble Bed Storage unit during summer
operation. The attic and outside ventilating units shall have insect screens
attached to the damper unit. The damper unit shall be selected on the basis
of providing minimum air leakage when closed and pressure drop when open.
3.5 Neat Exchanger
	 - K
An air-to-water heat exchanger shall be installed in the duct work to
provide pre-heat of domestic hot water. Location will be in accordance with
system schematic D/N 7933608.
3.6 Duct Insulation
All interconnecting ducts shall be insulated with material having an
R value of not less than 16.5.
3.7 Duct Hangers
All interconnecting. ducts shall be suitably supported to minimize
stresses within the ducts and at duct joints to prevent separation and
leakage.
3.8 Filters
An UL approved all metal heavy duty wire mesh commercial filter shall
be installed in the inlet duct from the attic ventilation intake. The size
and mounting detail shall be incorporated in the system installation drawings.
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THE DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM CONSISTS OF FIVE ITEMS:
SDAS P/N 7932922
ENSOR
I RES
	 JUNCTION BOX (J-BOX) PIN 7933585
CABLES (J-BOX TO SDASI PIN 7933578
PIN 7933579-2
PIN 7933583
PIN 7933579.1
SENSORS (AS LISTED ON) PL 7933616
SENSOR WIRE LIST W/L 7933616
SENSORS WILL BE DELIVERED AT SITE AS REQUIRED DURING
INSTALLATION.
MUST CONFORM TO ENG SPEC: 890350
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INTRODUCTION
THIS DOCUMENT DEFINES AND CONTROLS THE MEASURING REQUIREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
APPLICATIONS FOR A SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING OPERATIONAL SITE.
THE SECTIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT ARE DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
1. PREAMBLE SECTION - CONTAINS DESCRIPTIONS, EXPLANATIONS, INSTRUCTIONS AND DIAGRAMS
NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND THIS DOCUMENT AND THE APPLICATION OF THE DATA COLLECTION
0	 SYSTEM TO A SPECIFIC SITE.
x^	 f
2. INSTRUMENTATION COMPONENTS SECTION - LISTS ALL HARDWARE ELEMENTS OF THE DATA
COLLECTION EQUIPMENT NOT SUBSEQUENTLY LISTED IN THE MEASUREMENTS SECTION.
.9
3. MEASUREMENTS SECTION -- LISTS ALL MEASUREMENTS WHICH ORIGINATE IN A SOLAR HEATING
AND COOLING OPERATIONAL SITE WITH APPROPRIATE INFORMATION FOR EACH MEASUREMENT.
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OPERATIONAL SITE IDENTIFICATION
1. SI +E PARE:	 IBM SYSTEM 1A
2, PON:	 NA
3. SITE NW-lBER:	 0004
4. SITE ;DAS TELEPHONE NUMBER- 	 205-536-0236
CZ
5. SITE SDAS COMPUTER AODRESS:.,,_,....021
6. SITE ADDRESS: 	 280 9 BURKE ROAD, S.W.   WARALLEL ACCT:SS nFE 9'rr8r^^ y
7. LOCATION:	 HUNTSVILLE, ALA
8. SYSTEM DESIG14ER:	 IBM CORPORATION-
'0 0
O
9. SYSTEM TYPE:	 BEATING/110T WATER
9D
^" ►'a 10. FLUID MEDIA:	 ' AIR
t^
^" 5
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ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
1.	 SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING INSTRUMENTATION INSTALLATION GUIDELINES, OCTOBER 1, 1977.
2	 [}(1 SITE DATA ACQUISITION 5UI3SYSTE M PERFORI.IANCE SPECIF I CATION MAY 14 1976 IBM NO
7932905.
] SITE DATA ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM MODEL 11, PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION, 7934354.
SITE DATA ACQUISITION{ PERFORiiANCE SPECIFICATION. ACUREX MODEL.
3. CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION, JULY 28, 1976, I>31•i
110. 79332S1.
n
4. THERMAL DATA REQUIREMENTS AND 1 1 1(.i Ui -NMICE EVALUATION P%OCc:DURES FOR THE NATIONAL
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING DI'MONS1 RAT IOil HIOGRAM, AIIGUS i , 1916 (NBS I R 76-1137) .
5. JUNCTION BOX PERF'0101ANCE SPECIFICATIONI, OCTOBER 26, 19'16, IBM NO. 7933146.
6. ON SITE MONITOR (OS1.1) OPERATION !MANUAL, 	 OCTOBER 17, 1977, IBM NO. 7934365.
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MEASUREMENTS LEGEND
i
THE LEGEND FOR THE DATA LISTED IN THE MEASUREMEN T'S SECTION OF THIS DOCUMENT IS AS FOLLOWS:
COLUMN 1
COLUMN Z
COLT IMN 3
COLUMN 4
.a
	
COLI IAN 5
COLI MN 6
7
s
8
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MEASUREMENTS LEGEP]D (CONTINUED)
COLUMN 8
COLUMN 9
COLUMN 10
COLUMN 11
C^
0
MICROBRD TYPE	 TEMP SERIAL n
	
SENSOR TYPE	 NOTES
MICROBRD P/H
	
SCALE FACTOR UNITS	 SENSOR MANUFACT
	
SERIAL d
SENSOR EXCIT
	
CUPS SCALE FACTOR	 SENSOR P/N	 CROSS SECT]
(A1,A2,A3,AO)	 WELL P /!J
THE COLUMN HEADINGS ARE DEFINED ON THE FOLLOWING SHEETS.
i
r	 ^
r	 r s	 ^
^	 r
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COLUMN 1. LINE NUMBER
THIS COLUMN IS USED FOR AUTOMATIC PRINTOUT DATA CONTROL AND LINE IDENTIFICATION.
COLUMN 2. (MULTIPLE DATA' SETS)
TI[ IS COLUMN CONTAINS TWO DATA SETS AS DEFINED BELOW:
ME AS NUMBER. THE rIRST. LINE OF THIS COLUMN LISTS EACH MEASURE m-ENT WHICH IS
Il:^EMIFIED BY A UNIQUE ALP11ANUMERIC CODE CONSISTING OF TEN CHARACTERS AS FOLLOWS:
FIELD NO. 1 2 3 11
MI11SlIR13M1,N'r 	 130. xY 0011 -- 0001 .
PA AMLTER TYPE --- ---^
cl
PARAMETER SEQUENCE
SEPARATOR
SITE IDENTIFIER ---
AN ASTERISK {') FOLLOWING THE MEASUREMENT NUMBER DENOTES A CHANGE FROM THE PREVIOUS RELEASE.
00 OSM CODE. THE SECOND LINE OF THIS COLUMN LISTS THE ON S ITE M_ONITOR'SWITCIi SETTING TO
DISPLAY ENGINEERING UNIT DATA. THIS IS TO BE USED WITH ASSOCIATED DOCUMENT 6 AND THE
GENERAL NOTES ON PAGE 16 OF THIS DOCUMENT.
9
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A.	 FIELD NO. 1 — PARAMETER TYPE
C^
N
I
CODE PARAMETER UNITS ^	 ABB
D
D
IWIND DIRECTION
1SWITCH
DEGREES — AZIMUTH
DEGREES — OW/OFF
DEG
DEG
EP ELECTRICAL POWER KILOWATTS ow
SCF11
GPM
F
F
FLOWRATE (NATURAL GAS)
FLOWRATE (FUEL OIL)
FFFT3/MINUTE
GALKINUTE
I SOLAR FLUX BTU PER FOOT	 X HOUR BTU/FT2 — HR
PEI'Rai HUMIDITY PERCENT
SP SPARE N/A N/A
T TEMPERATURE DEGREES FAHRENHEIT DEG F
TD DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE DEGREES FAHRENHEIT DEG F/DT
W
W
FLOWRATE (LIQUID)
FLOWRATE (AIR)
GALLONS PER MINUTE,
CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE
GPM
Crm
V WIND SPEED MILES PER HOUR 11PH
PD DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE POUNDS PER SQ.	 INCH PSI
10
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^.	 7 77
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6.	 FIELD NO. 2 - PARAMETER SEQUENCE
A NUMERIC GROUPING WHICH DESIGNATES THE SEQUENTIAL NUMBER OF A MEASUREMENT WITHIN EACH
SUBSYSTEM. THE SEQUENTIAL NUMBER OF EACH MEASUREMENT CONFORMS TO THE PATTERN ESTABLISHED
IN FIGURE 3-1 OF SHC-1006. SEQUENTIAL NUMBER ALLOCATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
NUMERIC SEQUENCE
	 SUBSYSTEM
003-099	 CLIMATOLOGICAL
100 - 19.9	 COLLECTOR:
200- 299 	 THERMAL STORAGE
3 00-399	 DOMESTIC HOT WATER
400-- 1199
	SPACE HEATING
500-599	 SPACE COOLING
500-699	 BUILDING/LOAD
C. FIELD NO. 3 --- SEPARATOR
FOR NUMERIC CLARITY.
D. FIELD NO. h -- SITE IDENTIFIER
A NUMERIC GROUPING WHICH DESIGNATES THE SITE IN WHICH THE MEASUREMENT IS LOCATED.
II
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COLUMN 3. MEASUREMENT NAME
THIS COLUMN LISTS THE MEASUREMENT NAME USED TO DESCRIBE THE DATA SOURCE.
COLUMN Lt. CHANNEL #
THIS COLUMN DEFINES THE SDAS CHANNEL ASSIGNED TO EACH MEASUREMENT (2 - 48). CHANNEL I IS
RESERVED FOR AN SDAS INTERNAL CALIBRATION OFFSET MEASUREMENT.
COLUM14 5. ASYN
THIS COLUMN DEFINES EACH MEASUREMENT WHICH 15 ASYNCHRONOUSLY SAMPLED AND IS INDICATED BY
THE LETTER "A". THESE MEASUREMENTS ARE SAMPLED EACH 32 `-•ECONDS WITH THE AVERAGED VALUE
PER 5 MINUTES MAINTAINED FOR TRANSMISSION. SYNCHRONOUSLY SAMPLED MEASUREMENTS ARE READ
ONCE PER 5 MINUTES AND ARE IDENTIFIED BY THE "-" SYMBOL.
COt.UMN 6. 9 WIRES
THIS COLUMN DEFINES THE NUMBER OF WIRES PER CHANNEL USED IN THE SDAS. EITHER 3 WIRE OR 2
WIRE CHANNELS ARE AVAILABLE VIA A PRE-DEFINED CONFIGURAT,ON.
12
4
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COLUMN 7.	 (MULTIPLE DATA SETS)
TIIIS CO LUM N CONTAINS FOUR
	
DATA SETS AS DEFINED BELOW:
OPERATING RANGE - THE FIRST LINE OF THIS COLUMN' DESCRIBES THE OPERATING RANGE OF THE
PARAMETER IN ENGINEERING UNITS.
SENSOR OUTPUT RANGE - THE SECOND LINE OF THIS COLUMN DESCRIBES THE OUTPUT RANGE IN VOLTS
OF THE SENSOR.
If ° SDAS GAIN - THE THIRD LIIIE OF THIS COLUMN DESCRIBES THE SDAS GAIN SELECTED FOR EACH CHAIMEL.
" ACTUAL OPER RANGE -THE FOURTH LINE OF THIS COLUMN IS APPLICABLE TO ABSOLUTE
TCt-1NCftKfC'i ES. UNLY(AFFTER CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS ARE APPLIED.)
f COLUMN 9.	 (MULTIPLE DATA SETS).
N
THIS COLUl-iII COIITA114S THREE DATA SETS AS DEFINED BELOW:
111CROBRD TYPE - THE FIRST LIIIE OF TIIIS COLUMN *DESCRIBES TUE TYPE OF MICROBOARD USED FOR
SIGNAL COIIDITIOtIItIG . OF THE EMPLOYED SDAS CHANNEL.
lid I,IICROBRD'P/II - THE SECO14D LINE OF TIIIS COLUMN DESCRIBES THE PART NUMBER OF THE MICROBOARD USED
O SIGNAL CONDITIONING OF THE EMPLOYED SDAS CHANNEL. 	 A NCPI-DEFINED MICROBOARD P/II INDICATES THAT1FOR
THIS CHAIIIIEL SHARES A MICROBOARD WITH ANOTHER CHANNEL WHICH I-JILL DEFINE THE P/N.
LINE.-:FIII-S--COLUMN DESCRIBES THE EXCITATION REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH SENSOR,SENSOR EXCIT - THE TII^>s
IF REQUIRED r--^----	 13
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COLUMN 9.	 (MULTIPLE DATA SETS)
THIS COLUMN CONTAINS THREE DATA SETS AS DEFINED BELOW:
TEMP SERIAL #- THE FIRST LINE OF THIS COLUMN DESCRIBES TEE TEMPERATURE PROBE SERIAL NUMBER
(IF AVAILABLE).
SCALE FACTOR UNITS - THE SECOND LINE OF THIS COLUMN DESCRIBES THE ENGINEERING UNITS MAINTAINED IN
THE CDPS FOR EACH MEASUREMENT.
CDPS SCALE FAC OR -- T11E THIRD AND FOURTH LINES OF THIS COLUMN DESCRIBE THE NUMZRIC
SCALE FACTOR(S) USED IN THE CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING SYST0 (CDPS) TO CONVERT EACH
C^
	 MEASUREMENT TO ENGIIICERING UNITS.
aN
	
COLUt;U 10.	 (MULTIPLE DATA SETS)
THIS COLIJI.1I1 CONTAINS FOUR DATA SETS AS DEFINED BELOW:
SENSOR TYPE - THE FIRST LINE OF THIS COLUMN LISTS THE TYPE (NAME) OF THE EMPLOYED SENSOR.
SENSOR MANUFACT - THE SECOND LINE OF THIS COLUMN LISPS THE SENSOR MANUFACTURER.
SENSOR P/N - THE THIRD LINE OF 111IS COLUMN LISTS THE PART NUMBER OF THE SENSOR.
WELL P 	 - THE FOURTH LINE OF THIS COLUMN DESCRIBES THE PART NUMBER OF A THERMAL WELL IF REQUIRED
FOR THE DEFILED SENSOR.	 14
 T	 ! 
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COLUMN II. (MULTIPLE DATA SETS)
NOTES - THE FIRST LINE OF THIS COLUMN DEFINES ANY INFORMATION REQUIRED TO SUPPORT
CLARIFICATION OF THE MEASUREMENT.
SERIAL P - THE SECOND LiIJE OF THIS COLUMN DEFINES AN ITEM UNIQUE SERIAL NUMBER
MARKED BY THE MANUFACTURER.
CR OSS SFCTION AREA - -IHL' THIRD LINE OF THIS COLUMN DEFiNES THE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA
OF A DUCT	 IN SQUARE FEET.
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GE11rRAL NOTES
ROTE I - DATA NOT CURRENTLY DEFINED.
f	 MOTE 2 _ EilGlf"ERING UNIT VALUES HUST BE CALCULATED USING COURTS & SCALE FACTORS.
_L ilOTE 3 - LIQUID 1101-1WITHIN } 5:S OF DISPLAYED VALUE.
NF.-T 4 -- INSOLATIO"! I-III}!II# + S BTU OF DISPLAYED VALUE.
N O 	 5 - PO'WIER MlE:ASURENEIlT RANGE: VALUES & SCALE FACTORS ARE HAOED DUE TO FOUR TURNS THRU
41
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EQUIPMENT NAME
	 PART NUMBER	 SERIAL NUMBER
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CABLES (J-BOX TO SDAS)
NO. Z
NO. 2
NO. 3
NO. 4
N
NO. 5
t
SDAS
F1 S
IBM DRAWING NUMBER
7933579--1
7933583
7933519-2
7933579-3
7933578
---7932922
-N/A
7.933616
007
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PARAMETER
WI«D DIRECTION/SWITCH
ELECTRICAL POWER
FLOWRATE (NATURAL GAS)
SOLAR FLUX
HUMIDITY
SPARE
TEMPERATURE /SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS
DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE
NUMBER
4 2
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(2)
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1.0 PURPOSE
1.1 The purpose of this document is to present the plan/procedure for
verifying the requirements of Performance Specification for proto-
type solar energy heating and hot :rater system model number 1.
2.0 SCOPE
2.1 This document describes the plan/procedure for performing prototype
systems verification and includes development, qualification, and
acceptance verification. One system of each design shall be physically
tested in accordance with this document. All subsequent s ystems shall
be verified by analysis, similarity and inspections.
3.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part Of this plan to the extent specified
herein:	 I
o Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating
and Combined Heating/Cooling Systems and
Dwellings, HUD - January 1, 1975
o Performance Specification for Prototype Heating
and Hot Water Systgm Model No. 1;
4.0 VERIFICATION APPROACH
4.1 Prototype system verification to the requirements of the system
performance specification and interim performance criteria will be
accomplished in three verification phases--development, qualification,
and acceptance. The verification methods utilized for system verifi-
cation will be similarity, analysis, inspection, demonstration and
test.
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aPrototype system verification will commence with a detailed analysis of
all system hardware, comparents, and subsystems and progress through
system evaluation and testing. Figure I of this plan depicts a summary
flow for system verification.
A detailed system test procedure for performing the test requirements of
this document will be prepared and submitted to MSFC for review and
approval. This procedure will describe the methods and procedures for
conducting prototype system test on the MSFC system test breadboard
facility.
Following completion of verification program, a final system verification
report will be prepared and submitted 'Co MSFC. Report will contain all
information pertinent to system verification.
5.0 DEVELOPMENT VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
5.1 Hardware/Component/Subsystem Verification - All hardware, components
and subsystems that comprise the prototype system shall be verified
to be in accordance with the requirements of the prototype system
performance specification and the interim performance criteria.
Verification of hardware, components, and subsystems will be accom-
plished by engineering analysis, similarity, inspection, demonstration
and/or testing methods.
Subsystem test evaluation will be conducted on the system collectors,
controller, and data acquisition system. All other prototype system
subsystems, hardware and components will be verified individually by
analysis and/or during prototype system verification.
5.2 System Development Verification - Development verification will be
conducted on prototype system M/N 1 to ensure that system will
perform to the requirements of the system performance specification
and interim performance criteria. Development verification will
consist of the following:
CRt%, AL Qu cAl lT
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o Analysis of hardware, component, and subsystem evaluation
data for comnl •,ance to system performance specification
and interim performance criteria requirements.
o Analysis of system desi gn for compliance to system ner-
formance specification and interim performance criteria
requirements.
	 1
I
o System testing on HSFC System Test Breadboard Facility.	 1
Tests to be conducted are as follows: 	 1
1
1
-	 System operational functional test 	 1
,
3
-	 System capacity for control, energy storage, and
distribution to load at known stimulated energy inputs. 	
z
3
System capacity for control, energy collection, storage,
z
and distribution to load a^ outside ambient weather
conditions.	 f
s
z
5.2.1
	
System Operational Functional Test. A system operational functional	
3
test shall be conducted on prototype system M/N 1. Operational 	 3
functional test shall consist of the following:
-	 Operational test of system blowers
-	 Operational test of system damper valves
-	 System check for air leaks	
r
-	
Mleasuremen;; cf flow rate and pressure drop across
collectors
-	
Measurement of flow rate and head pressure of each
blower in each system o perational rode
H--4
Operational test of domestic hot water subsystem
(operation of pump, valves, controller)
Pressure test of domestic hot water subsystem
5.2.1.1. System Operational Functional Test Procedure
(a) Install prototype system on breadboard test stand in
accordance with test setup schematics and system drawings
and verify that simulated transport ducting sizes and
lengths are the same as those identified in the prototype
system test procedures.
(b) Make appropriate electrical connections to prototype system
air handler, blowers, controller and hot water subsystem.
Connections shall be made in accordance with system drawings
and shall contain a quick disconnect.
(c) Connect hot water subsystem to city water supply and fill
domestic hot water tank, preheat tank, and water lines.
(d) Pressurize hot water subsystem to 150 psi and check for
leaks.. Special emphasis shall be placed on leak testing
solde •ed joints and mechanical connections. There shall
be no leaks.
(e) Activate system blower and manually override system con-
troller to provide air flow through collectors to system
storage and back through collectors.
(f) Check system for air leaks and exercise effort to make
system air tight as practical. Leaks on collectors shall
be sealed with butyl tape and duct leaks with duct tape.
H-5
(g) During operational mode of step (e) measure flow rate
and pressure drop across collectors and storage.
Nominal flow rate for collectors should be 1200 + 150 cfm.
Nominal flow rate for storage should be 1200 + 150 cfm.
Nominal pressure drop across collectors should be .08 + .01 "H20.
Nominal pressure drop across storage should be .18 + .06 "H2O.
(h) Manually override system controller to provide air flow
through collectors and system load loop (bypass storage)
and return to collectors.
(1) During operational mode of step (h) measure flow rate and
pressure drop across collectors and load loop.
Nominal flow rate for collectors should be 1200 + 150 cfm.
Nominal flow rate for load loop should be 1200 + 150 cfm.
Nominal pressure drop across collectors should be .08 + .01 "H2O.
Nominal pressure drop across load loop should be .2 + .1 IIH2O.
(j) Check load loop and air handler for air leaks and repair
any leaks noted.
(k) Manually override system controller to provide air flow
from storage to load loop and return to storage.
(1) During operational mode of step (k) measure flow rate and
pressure drop across storage.
Nominal flow rate should be 1200 + 150 cfm.
Nominal pressure drop should be .18 + .06 "H2O.
5.2.2	 System Test with Simulated Enerqy Inputs. Prototyprz system M/N
I shall be tested to evaluaie system capacity for control,
storage and distribution to load using controlled simulated
energy inputs. Tests shall be performed with simulated energy
inputs of 90, 100, 125, 150 and 175 0
 F. Simulated tempera-
tures shall be controlled in the duct area that simulates
^ jkG-, IS
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collector outlet as close as practical. Each simulated
temperature shall be circulated throughout the system a
sufficient amount of time until the system has stabilized
at the simulated temperature level. The following evaluations
shall be made during system test.
^.^	 (a)	 Time required to raise storage to each simulated tempera-
-	 ture level from temperature Ievel of storage at the start
of test (temperature vs. time in hours).
(b) Time required to exhaust storage to load to 80 OF from each
simulated temperature level (temperature vs. time in hours).
(c) BTU supplied to load from storage at each simulated tempera-
ture level (Btu/hour vs. time in hours).
(d) Btu supplied to hot water system from simulation at each
simulted temperature level (Btu/hour vs. time in hours).
5.2.2.1
	 Procedure for System Test with Simulated Energy Inputs
Prototype system M/N I shall be installed on MSFC test bread-
board in accordance with system test schematics and system draw-
ings and subjected to system test using controlled simulated
energy inputs. Test shall be conducted with simulated energy
inputs of 90, 100, 125, 150 and 1750F. Simulated temperatures
shall be controlled in the duct area that simulates collector out-
put as close as practical. Tests shall be conducted as follows:
_	 (a)	 Place system collector inlet and outlet dampers in the closed
position (isolating collectors from system). Set energy simu-
lator to maintain 900F.
ec^. t	 (b)	 Manually override system controller and allow air to circu-
late from breadboard energy simulator through system air
handler and ducting to storage and return to energy simula-
tor. Allcw circulation in this mode until temperature stabi-
lization has occurred throughout the system.
3
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(c) Pleasure and record the following conditions.
-	 Temperature drop across system (from simulation to
storage
Time required to raise and stabilize storage tempera-
' ture to simulation temperature from temperature level
of storage at the start of test (temperature vs. time
in hours).
(d) Following completion of step ( c ) manually override system
controller and allow air to circulate from storage through
air handler and ducting to breadboard load device. Set load
device to maintain 70 OFand 1200 + 150 CFM.
(e) Measure and record the following conditions.
-	 Temperature drop from storage to load
Btu supplied to load from storage (Btu vs. time in
hours)
-	 Time required to exhaust storage to 80 OF (tempera-
ture vs. time in hours)
(f) Following completion of step (e) manually override system
controller and make ducting connection to allow air circu-
lation from simulator through air handler over hot water
preheat coil and return to simulator. Apply power to
system blower.
(g) Measure and record Btu supplied to domestic hot water system
(Btu vs. time in hours). Test for approximately four hours
at each simulated temperature level (constant load for hot
water system to be supplied from breadboard).
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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DC O-1	 (h)	 Repeat steps (b) through (g) at each of the following
simulation temperatures: 100, 125, 150, and 1750F.
5.2.3 System Test at Outside Weather Conditions. Prototype system
M/N'l shall be tested to evaluate system capacity for control,
energy collection, storage, and distribution to load at outside
ambient weather conditions.
Prototype system M/N 1 shall be tesed at outside weather
conditions the maximum number of days possible contingent on
system delivery schedule and breadboard facility work load.
Primary intent of this test is to obtain as much data as possible
prior to installing system at demonstration site. The following
evaluations shall be made during system testing at outside
weather conditions.
(a) Complete records of weather data. (Solar radiation, ambient
temperature, wind _peed and direction, relative humidity,
and cloud cover.) (Weather measurements vs. time of day.)
(b) Total energy collected by solar system per day (Btu vs.
time in hours).
(c) Total energy supplied to load per day.
Direct from collectors (Btu vs. dime of day)
From storage (Stu vs. time off day)
(d) Total energy supplied to hot water subsystem per day
(Stu vs. time of day)
(e) Power required to operate solar system per day (watts vs.
time of day)
(f) System control functions. (Manual observations).
H--10	 OF PQ^R QUAD
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(g)	 System data collection functions (Compare with breadboard
instrumentation)
5.2.3.1
	 Procedure for System Test at Outside Weather Conditions
Prototype system M/N 1 shall be installed on MSFC test bread-
board in accordance with system test schematics and system
drawings and subjected to system test at outside weather condi-
tions. Test shall be conducted as follows:
(a) Configure the system collectors, storage, air handler,
controller, hot water subsystem, and simulated ducting
in an active mode and connect system to breadboard load
device. (System configuration to simulate actual instal-
lation as best practical.)
(b) Apply power to system and allow system to operate in
accordance with system control functions (actual intended .
operation).
(c) Every 15 minutes manually override system controller to
demand a system heating load ;requirement for 15 minutes.
(Breadboard heat load shall he adjusted to provide 700F
outlet temperature of load device.
(d) Every two hours during daytime hours a two minute 6 gpm
demand shall be imposed on the hot water subsystem. Every
six hours during night hours a 2 minute 6 gpm demand
shall be imposed on hot water subsystem.
During system test a one-time test will be conducted on
the hot water subsystem that simulates total exhaustion of
the hot water tank and a resultant evaluation of the time
required to recharge the hot water subsystem preheat tank.
H-11
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NO""E:	 As the test progresses the time sequence,
duration and parameters of steps (c) and (d)
may be adjusted by the test conductor to provide
a more appropriate test commensurate with local
weather conditions. Any adjustments will be
properly noted and recorded.
(e) Allow system to operate the maximum number of days practical.
Duration of testing will be determined by the test conductor
with direction from MSFC SIMS contract COR or his designated
representative.
(f) The following data measurements shall be made and recorded
during system testing:
Measurement	 Parameter
-	 Solar radiation Btu/hour/ft.2 vs. ' time of day
-	 Ambient temperature of vs: time of day
-	 Wind speed/direction mph/direction vs. time of day
-	 Relative humidity % vs. time of day
-	 Cloud cover cloud cover vs. time of day
-	 Collector inlet
temperature of vs. time of day in hours
-	 Collector outlet
temperature °F vs. time of day in hours
-	 Collector absorber
temperature of vs. time of day in hours
-	 Collector delta
temperature °F vs. time of day in hours
-	 Storage inlet temperature of vs. time of day in hours
-	 Stora ge outlet temperature of vs. time of day in hours
-	 (3) Internal	 storage
temperature of vs. time of day in hours
-	 System air inlet
temperature to load of vs. time of day in hours
H-12
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Measurement
- System air outlet
temperature from load
- Load device inlet
temperature
- Load device outlet
temperature
- Hot water coil inlet
temperature
Hot water coil outlet
temperature
Hot water preheat tank
temperature
City water supply temp
to hot water subsystem
Hot water system outlet
temperature
- System temporary shelter
temperature
- Air flow thru collectors
- Air flow thru storage
- Air flow thru load
- Liquid flow thru load
device
- Liquid flow hot water
load
- Collection loop blower
power
- System load loop blower
power
- System damper rotors
power
- Hot water subsystem
power
Parameter
of vs. time of day in hours
of vs. time of day in hours
of vs. time of day in hours
of vs. time of day in hours
of vs. time of day in hours
of vs. time of day in hours
of vs. time of day in hours
OF vs. time of day in hours
o f vs. time of day in hours
cfm vs. time of day in hours
cfm vs. time of day in hours
cfm vs. time of day in hours
gpm vs. time of day in hours
gpm vs. time of day in hours
watts vs. time of day in hours
watts vs. time of day in hours
watts vs. time of day in hours
watts vs. time of day in hours
H-13
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(g) Test data taken from the measurements identified in
step (f) shall be provided in plot form.
5.3 System Development Verification Hardware - System development verifi-
cation analysis will be performed on the total system design. System
development verification testing will be conducted on a partially
configured system utilizing simulated system energy transport ducting
and major subsystems of the prototype system. This method of test
evaluation is dictated by the technical aspects of each individual
system and the test breadboard facility design. This method is both 	 I'
technically souna and cost effective. Cost effectiveness will result 	 1
primarily from less hardware handling and no utilization of prototype 	 2
system auxiliary energy. Auxiliary energy subsystem will be thoroughly 	 =
evaluated by engineering analysis.
Prototype system development verification testing will be conducted
utilizing the following system configured hardware and subsystems:
-	 Solar collectors (total system complement)
-	 Air handling device (transport blowers)
-	 Storage subsystem
-	 blot water subsystem
-	 System controller
-	 Simulated system ductwork
-	 Data collection sensors
Curing system test the above prototype system hardware (excluding solar
collectors) shall be housed in a temporary shelter with the shelter
ambient temperature maintained between 35 0 and 1000F. This will prevent
the solar system from being exposed to harsh environments and will pro-
vide an approximate simulation of the service use environment.
5.4 System Development Verification Test Procedures - Test procedures for
conducting prototype system verification testing will be prepared and
submitted to MSFC for ap ,  •oval. These procedures will describe the
hardware configuration for testing, detailed test methods and proce-
dures, sketches of test setup, test time, limits, data and report
H-I4
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requirements, and all other procedural information pertinent t ►
test evaluation program.
5.5
	 stem Design Changes Durinq Development Verification - Any design
changes occurring during development verification will be verified by
engineering analysis or test evaluation. Ample data will be provided
for each design change to verify that the resultant chan ge meets Der-
,	 formance criteria requirements and that the resultant chan ge has no
adverse effects on the total system performance.
5.6 Development Verification Data - Test data accumulated during the early
stages of develo pment testing will be thoroughly evaluated and assess-
ments will be performed on necessary system design changes. This will
assure early design maturity of prototype system MIN 1.
5.7 Development Verification Extent/Level - Development verification program
will be conducted to the extent necessary to verify that the final pro-
totype system design meets or exceeds the requirements of the system
performance specification and the interim performance criteria or that
any requirement which has not been met has been properly dispositioned
and MSFC approved by a deviation approval request. Any such deviation
from the specified requirements will be documented in the final verifi-
cation report and will become a part of the prototype system performance
specification.
5.8 Additional Development Testing - Additional testing and evaluations other
than those specified herein may be accomplished. Additional testin g
 and
evaluations will be coordinated with MISFC SIMS contractin g officer or his
designated representative. Additional testing and evaluation will be
properly controlled, documented and reported.
6.0 QLALIFICATION VERIFICATION REQUIRE?1ENTS/PROCEDURE
6.I Qualification Verification Requirements - Requirements for qualification
verification are as follows:
-
	
Verification that the prototy pe system meets or exceeds
the requirements of system performance specification. These
requirements are:
i3kli;iWAL PAGE	 Interim Performance Criteria Requirements
OF POOR QUALM	 Government Directed Requirements
System Identification Requirement
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Site Identification Requirement
System Heating Capacity Requirement
Auxiliary Energy Requirement
Hot Water Requirement
Operating Requirements
k
System Physical Requirements (Design Life, Weight,
Dimensions)
I	 1-
6.2	 Qualification Verification Procedures - Procedures for verification
	 j
of each qualification verification requirement are contained in the
	 1
following subparagraphs.
	 1
6.2.1	 Interim Performance Criteria Requirement - An analysis will be
z
conducted on prototype system M/N 1 to satisfy this require-
ment.	 Each interim performance criteria requirement will be
analyzed individually and recorded on an interim performance
	
s
criteria certification form.	 This form will
	
indicate compliance
or non-compliance to the requirement and will identify the	 z
evaluation method utilized to satisfy the requirement. 	 A sample	
z
copy of the interim performance criteria certification form is
contained in Appendix I of this document.	 The certification form
	
s
3
when completed will become a part of the final verification report.
3
a
5.2.2	 Government Directed Requirements - This requirement will be satis-
fied by an analysis of the directed requirement, prototype system
and the system performance specification to verify that the
: directed requirements have been satisfied.
a
6.2.3	 System Identification Requirement - This requirement will be satis-
fied by review of performance specification and the prototype
system to verif,- , that the system is properly identified (type, 	 s-
contractor name, system model 	 no.).
t
6.2.4 Site Identification Requirement - This requirement will be satis-
fied by review of performance specification to verify that the
site for the prototype system is properly identified and described.
H_ 16
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	6.2.5	 System Heating Capacity Requirement - This requirement will be
satisfied by an analysis of the prototype system design and the
climate conditions anticipated for the selected site at which
the prototype system will be located. Pest data obtained during
system development testing will be utilized to verify the design
models for the prototype system.
	
6.2.5	 Auxiliary Energy Requirement - This requirement will be satisfied
by an analysis of the prototype system load requirements and the
prototype system auxiliary energy subsystem design.
	
6.2.7
	 Foot Water Requirement - This requirement will be satisfied by an
analysis of the prototype system design and the hot water load
requirements specified for the prototype system. Test data
obtained during system development testing will be utilized to
verify the design models for the hot water subsystem.
6.2.8 Operating Requirements - This requirement will
an analysis of the prototype system design and
operating requirements (maximum power to drive
yearly electrical power, water requirements).
during system development testing will be util
the design models for the prototype system.
be satisfied by
the system
system, average
Test data obtained
ized to verify
	
6.2.9	 System Physical Requirements - This requirement will be satisfied
by an analysis of the prototype system design and the system
physical requirements 'design life, weight, dimensions).
6.3 Prototype System Qualification
	
5.3.1	 Qualification verification will consist of a critical analysis
of the prototype system design at the start of development veri-
fication versus the system design at completion of development
verification. An assessment of all changes implemented during
H.. 17
development verification will be made. All test, analysis, and
evaluation data originating prior to and during development
;f	
verification will be analyzed and evaluated to the requirements
of the prototype system performance specification and interim
performance criteria.
	
6.3.2	 The prototype system will be considered qualification verified
when it is determined that the final system design and hardware
has met or exceeded the requirements of the system performance
specification and the interim performance criteria or that any
requirement which has not been met has been properly dispositioned
and MSFC approved by a deviation approval request.
	
6.3.3	 The results of qualification verification will be documented
and submitted to MSFC in the prototype system verification report.
7.0 ACCEPTANCE VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS/PROCEDURE
7.1 Acceptance verification will be conducted on'prototype system M/N
1 to verify that the system meets all specified requirements.
Acceptance verification will consist of the following.
-	 Inspection of system to verify performance specification
and workmanship standards
-	 Inspection of operational test data and evaluations to
verify system performance
-	 Inspection of acceptance data package
-	 Inspection of shipping list versus hardware to be delivered
-	 Inspection of shipping instructions and precautions
Inspection of documentation required for system
operation, maintenance manuals, system drawings
cations, etc., in accordance with prototype sys
specification and data package requirements).
H-18
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7.2 The results of acceptance verification will be documented and sub-
mitted to MSFC in the prototype system verification report.
8.0 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM VERIFICATION HARDWARE DISPOSITION
Following the completion of prototype system development, qualification
and acceptance verification program the system hardware shall be removed
from the MSFC test breadboard facility. The system collectors, air
handling device, system blowers, hot water subsystem, system controller
and data collection sensors shall be prepared for shipment to a
designated demonstration site. Shipping instructions shall be in
accordance with prototype system M/N 1^shipping instructions.__
Simulated duct work, rock storage, test brackets and miscellaneous
hardware used during system test will be retained at the MSFC bread-
board facility for possible future utilization.
9.0 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM VERIFICA"' T ON DOCUMENTATION
9.1 Pry System Test Procedure - Prototype system test procedure
for prototype system M/N 1 will be generated utilizing the require-
ments of this document, prototype system performance specification
and drawings. Test procedure will be submitted to MSFC for approval
prior to the start of system verification testing. Test procedure
shall contain at a minimum the following information.
(a) Identification of hardware/system to be verified (model No.,
serial No., mfr., size, description, etc.)
(b) Test requirements
(c) Development verification test methods/procedures
(d) instrumentation and data requirements
(e) Location of tests to be conducted
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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(f) Test limits and tolerances
(g) Test equipment to be utilized
(h) Detailed test setup and system configuration sketches
(i) Test reporting procedures
9.2 Verification Report - A final prototype system verification report
will be generated following completion of system verification. Final
report will be submitted to MSFC and shall contain at a minfinum the
following:
(a) Summary - resume of verification results
(b) Purpose of verification and requirements to be verified
(c) Hardware/system identification (model No., serial No., mfr.,
size, description, etc.)	 '
(d) Summary of verification procedures
(e) Results of development verification
(f) Results of qualification verification
(g) Results of acceptance verification
(h) Definition of analysis conducted
(i) Definition of inspections conducted
(j) Definition of tests conducted
(k) Photograpjs and/or detailed sketches of test setups
1
1.
I A
1
1
1
I.
I
z
z
z
z
z.
s
z
z.
3
n
•
3
n
3
3
r
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(1) Test data (data sheets, charts, graphs, plots, etc.)
(m) Equi pment and facilities used for test
(n) Conclusions and recommendations
10.0 VERIFICATION MATRIX
Cross reference matrix for prototyne system MI/N 1 verification is
•	 contained in Appendix II of this document. This matrix is anolicahle
to system selected for physical testing.
r.,	
p,1,
•^H 1
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PROTOTYPE SYSTEM MODEL I VERIFICATION
APPROACH/FLOW
System Performance
JJ
	
Specification
MSFC Approval
Verification
Plan Procedure
MSFC Approval
Prototype System
Test Procedure
MSFC Approval
!T'E M
1 ^N ^
N I'r7
^-e
Development
Verification
Subsystem/Hardware Evaluation
9 Analysis and Test
System Analysis
o IPC and Perf. Spec.
System Test
o Operational Functional
a System Operation at
Ambient Weather Conditions
a System Operation with
Simulated Energy Inputs
Qualification
	
Acceptance
erification
Analysis of Development
	
System Inspection
Verification Results
Analysis of System
System will be considered
	
Acceptance Package
qualified when all performance
	
Evaluate compliance
specification requirements have
	
to all requirements
been met during development
verification.
Verification
Report
MSFC Approval
APPENDIX I
INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
CERTIFICATION FORMS
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INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
CERTIFICATION
System Type
System Model No.
System Mfg.
r
Certified by
Authorized Representative
Date
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INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA CERTIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS
I. Evaluate system for each IPC requirement Iisted on IPC Certification
Sheets. All requirements are to be in accordance with HUD Interim
Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined Heating/Cooling
Systems and Dwellings. HUD - January 1, 1975.
 
II. Check each requirement status
Yes - Meets IPC requirement
No - Does not meet IPC requirement
N/A - Requirement not applicable
III. list IPC requirement evaluation method utilized
Analysis
Test
Inspection
Demonstration
Other
IV. All requirements which are not met shall be defined and recorded on
IPC Deviation Approval Request (form attached).
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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IPC REQUIREMENT
IPC
NO.
MEETS 
IPC N/A EVALUATION
METHOD COMMENTSYES NO
Heating and Heating 1.1
and Cooling System
Performance
Hot Water System 1.2
Subsystem Performance
Collector Performance 1.3
Thermal Storage 1.4
Habitability of 1.5
Occupied Space
Energy Transport 1.6
Efficiency
Control 1.7
Auxiliary Energy 1.8
1
1
q
O
IPC REQUIREMENT
IPC
NO.
MEETS IPC
NSA EVALUATION
METHOD COMMENTSYES NO
System Design 2.1
Conditions
Mechanical Stresses 2.2
Leakage Prevention 2.3
i
Collector Adjustment 2.4
Subsystem Isolation 2.5
Heat Transfer Fluid 2.6
Quality -
Piping Supports 2.7
Excessive Pressure and 2.8
Temperature Protection
}
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wIPC REQUIREMENT
IPC
NO.
MEETS IPC
NSA EVALUATION
METHOD COMMENTSYES NO
Structural Design 3.1
Basis
Failure loads and 3.2
Load Capacity
Damage Control 3.3
1
Cycli,c Loads 3.4
Cutting of Structural 3.5
Elements
Creep and Residual 3.6
Deflection
Hail	 Resistance 3.7
Constraint Loads 3.8
Ponding Conditions 3.9
G^OUR,.GIl`1
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IPC REQUIREMENT
IPC
NO.
MEETS IPC
NSA EVALUATION
METHOD COMMENTSYES NO
Plumbing and Electrica 4.1
Installation
Fail Safe Controls 4.2
Fire Safety 4.3
Toxic and Flammable 4.4
Fluids
Safety 4.5 r
Protection of Potable 4.6
Water and Circulated
Air
Excessive Surface 4.7
Temperatures
Effects of External 5.1
Environment -
i
IPC REQUIREMENT
Temperature and
Pressure Resistance
I^^EETS I PC
IPG	
N/A	 EVALUATIONNO.
	 YES I NO	 MPTunn
5.2
COMMENTS
Chemical Compatibility 5.3
of Components
Components Involving
	
5.4
Moving Parts
Accessibility for	 6.1
Maintenance
1030
mzd
E
i
ici
IPC REQUIREMENT
IPC
NO-
MEETS IPC
N/A EVALUATION
 COMMENTSYES NO —
Design 7.1
Adequate Space 7.2
Functioning of 7.3
Dwelling/Facility Site
t
Interference with 8.1
Mechanical Operation
Mechanical and 8.2
Electrical Functioning
of Dwelling and Site
Mechanical and 8.3
Electrical Functioning
of Connections
Structural	 Integrity 9.1
Structural	 Integrity 9.2
of Dwelling .
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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IPC REQUIREMENT
IPC
i10.
MEETS IPC
NSA EVALUATION
METHOD COMMENTSYES NO
Structural Connections 9.3
Safety of Dwellings 10.1
and Site
Durability 11.1
Durability and 11.2
Reliability of
Dwelling and Site,
Durability and 11.3
Reliability of
Connections
Maintainability of H, 12.1
SIC, HW Systems
Maintainability of 12.2
Dwelling and Sits
Connections 12.3
Visual Characteristics 13.1
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INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA DEVIATION APPROVAL REQUEST
1. Report Number
	
2. Date	 3. Prepared By	 4. Organization	 5. System Type
6. System Model No.	 7. System SIN
	
8. System Contractor	 8. IPC deviation
10. IPC Number	 11. IPC Paragraph	 12. Approved By (IBM) 	 13. Approved By (N S FC)	 14. Date Approved (MSFC)
15. Description of Deviation
r^
Vi
ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION
CODE 2n234
4"
Y^
ITEM (!Name & Part No.)
	 VERIFICATION CROSS
REFERENCE MATRIX
Prototype System M/N I
VERIFICATION METHOD:
1. Similarity
	 3. Inspection
	 N/N Not Applicable
2. Analysis
	 4. Test
VERIFICATION PHASE
P ERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
REMARKS
Development Qualification Acceptance
Interim Performance Criteria 2 2
.Government Directed 2, 3 2,	 3 3
Requirements
System Identification 2, 3 2,	 3 3
Requirements
Site Identification 3
Requirement
System Heating Requirement 2,'4 2
Auxiliary Energy Requirement 2, 4 2
Hot Water Requirement 2, 4 2
Operating Requirements 2, 4 2
System Physical Requirements 2 2 3
ORIGINAL PAG
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CONTRACT NO. NAS8-32036
VERIFICATION SUMMARY
FOR
PROTOTYPE SOLAR ENERGY HEATING AND HOT ^19ATER SYSTEM
MODEL NO. IA
NOVEMBER 19, 1976
PREPARED BY C^,
k^
	
APPROVED BY
	 l^%
=	 I-1
1.0 PURPISE
1.1 The purpose of this document is to present a summary of the verification
for Prototype Solar Energy Heating and Hot .dater System Model No. '1A.
2.0 SCOPE
-I
2.1 This document provides a summary of Prototype System Model No. 1A
verification which includes verification of performance specification
requirements and acceptance verification requirements. All require-
ments of the performance specification will be satisfied by analysis.
3.0 VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Performance Specification Requirements_ - Prototype System Model No. 1A
shall be in accordance with the requirements of Performance Specifica-
tion (IBM Document No. 7933444). All requirements will be verified by
analysis. Requirements are as follows:
Interim Performance Criteria Requirements
Government Directed Req,,,irements
System Identification Requirement
Site Identification Requirement
3.2 Acceptance Verification Requirements - Prototype System Model No. 19
shall be in accordance with the acceptance verification requirements
paragraph 7.0 of IBM Document No. 7933445. Requirements are as
follows;
_	 o	 Inspection of system to verify performance specification and
workmanship standards
o	 Inspection of acceptance data package
-	 Shi pping and handling instructions
-	 Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manuals
Warranty and Test Agency Certici.ation
"Final Acceptance" and Shipping Form (D0250) Including
forms for all Ship-Separate Items
.	 in	 .
4.0 VERIFICATION SUMMARY
ti
1
4.1 Narrative Abstract - Prototype Solar Efiergy Heating and Hot Mater}
System Model Number 1A was subjected to an analysis verification
to verify the requirements of performance specification No.
IBM 7933444. Verification was conducted in accordance with the
analysis requirements of IBM Document No. 7933445 (Verification
Plan/Procedure for Prototype Solar Energy Heating and blot VJater
System Model No. 1) . Acceptance verification will be conducted
during final acceptance of Prototype System Model No. IA.
z-3
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Prototype System Model No. 1A meets all requirements of Perform-
ice Specification No. IBM 793344? with the exception of three (3)
interim performance criteria deviations on the system collectors.
Deviations are identified in Appendix I of this document.
Verification of prototype system Modes 1A will be considered com- 	 N 3
pleted witn IMSr= C approval of deviation approval requests for system
collectors and with the successful completion of acceptance verifi-
cation to be conducted during final system acceptance.
4.2 Verification Results
4.2.1 Performance Specification Verification
4.2.1.1 Interim Performanc= Criteria - Prototype System meets all interim
j
	
performance criteria requirements With the exception of paragraph
3.2.1 Ultimate Load Combination for Collectors, paragraph 3.3.1
Resistance to Damage for Collectors, and paragraph 5.2.6 Transmission
Losses due to Cutgassing for Collectors. A deviation from these
requirements is requested by IEM since the subject collectors are
Government furnished to IBM. Detailed interim performance criteria
evaluation is contained in Appendix I of this document.
4.2.1.2 Government Directed ,Requirements -- Requirement has been satis-
fied by review of performance specification requirements and system
design drawings. System 1A meets requirements.
I-4
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4.e.l.3 System Identification Reouirement - Requirement has been satisfied5
by identification of system in the performance specification (system
type, contractor name, system model number). System IA meets
requirements.
	 .
4.2.1.4 Site Identification P.-,cuire,rent - Requirement has been satisfied
by identifying site location in the performance specification, System
IA meets requirements.
4.2.1.5 System Heating Capacity Requirement - Requirement has been
satisfied by analysis of syster^ design Systarr 1A meets requirements.
4.2.1.6 Auxiliary Energy Requirement - Requirement has been satisfied
by analysis of system design. System !A meets requirements.
4.2.1.7 Hot dater Requirement - Requirement has been satisfied by
analysis of system design. System 1A meets requirements.
}i}
4.2.1.8 Operating Requirements - Requirement has been satisfied by
analysis of system design. System IA meets requirements.
^.	 1
4.2.1.9 System Physical Recuirements - Requirement has been satisfied 1
by analysis of system design. System IA meets requirements.
. 
.A	
R
4.3 Acceptance Verification Requirements 	 -
4.3.1 Inspection of System - This requirement will be satisfied during
final acceptance of System Model No. IA.
ORIGINAL PAGL
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4.3.2 Inspection of Acc:.ptance Pata Package -This requirement will be
satisfied during final a r:c p "^dnce of System Model No. IA.
5.0 VBRIFIC aION REPORT
5.1 A final verification report for prototype system Model No. IA will
be prepared and submitted to ^'-'SFC thirty days following system
acceptance. Report will be prepared in accordance with paragraph
i
9.2 of IBM Document No. 7933445 except that references to testing	
i
and qualification verification will be omitted.
r
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APPENDIX I
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM MODEL NO. IA
INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA EVALUATION
	 ,
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INTERIM PE.;F:"-. NCE CRITERIA
CERTIFICATION
System Type	 Heating & Rot Water (Air System)
System Model No.	 Prototype M/N IA
System Mfg.	 IBM
r
Analysis Conducted by
Date	 dC-t .QQt
J .
.	 #r'
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INTERIM PERFO€?XANCE CRITERIA CERTIFIC,`,TION INSTRUCTIONS
I
I. Evaluate system for each IPC requirement listed on IPC Certification .
Sheets. All requirer,Gnts are to be in accordance with HUD Interim
Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined Heating/Cooling
	
!	 Systems and Dwellings. HUD - January 1, 1975.
II. Check each requirement status
Yes - Meets IPC requirement
No - Does not meet IPC requirement
N/A - Requirexent not applicable
	
i,.	
III. List IPC requirement evaluation method utilized.
Analysis
Test
	
'	 Inspection
Demonstration	 i
Other
i
IV. All requirements which are not met shall bq defined and recorded on
IPC Deviation Approval Request (form attached).
1
IPC REQUIREMENT
I PC
	
MEETS  ! PC
NO.	 Y.5
	 °{0
+	 E L UA T1ON
V^ — ^-L i „CD COMMENTS
Heating and heating 1.1	 X Analysis Cooling Portion NIA
and Cooling System
Performance
Not Water System 1.2	 X Analysis
Subsystem Performance
f
Collector Performance 1.3
	 X Analysis
Thermal Storage 1.4	 X Analysis
Habitability of 1.5	 X Analysis
Occupied Space
Energy Transport 1.5	 X Analysis
Efficiency
Control 1.7	 X Analysis
Auxiliary Energy 1.8	 X Analysis
f
f
t:	 Y
t
Y.1
((
	
I PC REQUIREMENT
f	 .
I
f	 System Design
Conditions
IPC
127- S IFC
r, '-'AT
 ,,,,
.n_ICN'
' 11 C. YES	 NO WOODi l.VD
2.1 X Analysis
I
r
CONVENTS
mechanical Stresses	 2.2	 x	 Analysis
	 I .
I
1
.. '	 Leakage Prevention	 2.3	 X Analysis Applicable portions of
system will
	 be pressure
' tested during system
{{II[
{jjt installation
1
1
iCollector Adjustment	 2.4	 X
.
Analysis
.i;
I F
1
Subsystem Isolation	 2.5	 X Analysis #
t
Heat Transfer Fluid	 2.5	 X Analysis
Quality
^	 r
No data available to sub-
stantiate collector
meets requirements
Pic data available to sub-
stantiate collector
meets requirements
f	 X	 f
xi
Analysis.
 rrrrC
	 A	 nn
^.
 L U A T 10N'
c-•__,ral Design	 3.1	 X i
E	 _
^j	 jjre Loads and 3.2
_
L c ; :	 :apaci ty
Ul t ;1tjc to Load 3, 2.1
CC!,p ratlQn
Dal ace Control 3.3
w fie:, i t±ance to Damage 3.3.1
Cyr t is Loads 3.4
Cu 
.Y i irg of Structural 3.5 X
E , ^,., er, is
Cr,• r p	 and Residual 3.6 X
Deflection
Ha;1	 Resistance 3.7 X
Cor,st raint Loads 3.8
1
Powling Conditions 3.9 X
'	 E
I
'f
v	
I
i^
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis	 I•'
K ^^
E	 . {
r
i
I PC	 KEQU	 2t'•'-.,.-?	 ^:v 1
IPr
^,^..
MEETS !PC
^.	
_f;E7	
^ ^	
ti :^OMENTSYES ,tip
Plumbing and Electrca 4.1 X Analysis
Installation
Fail	 Safe Controls 4.2 X Analysis
Fire Safety 4.3 X Analysis
.	 t
Toxic and F1=mmabl a 4.4 X Analyses
Fluids
Safety 4.5 X Analysis
Protection of Potable 4.5 X Analysis
Water and Circulated
Air
Excessive Surface 4.7 X Analysis
Temperatures
Effects of External 5.1 X Analysis
Environment -
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IPC
^^rNO.
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nVI ^,J
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Temperature and 5,2 X Analysis
Pressure Resistance
Transmission losses 5,2.6 X No data available to sub-
due to outgassing stantiate collector
meets re ;ui rements
Chemical CorpatibiTity 5.3 X Analysis
of Components
Components Involving 5.4 X Analysis
Moving Parts
• Accessibility for 6.1 X Analysis
Maintenance .
S
l
1
Installation, 6.2 X Analysis
}
Operation and
Maintenance Manual
• F
I
Repair and Service 6.3 X
I
Analysis
Personnel
•	 i
Dwellings/Facility
and Site
S
7
PC RE041 RE Y-- N t
4^C
^;C .
^_EE 1 3
	
?C
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.VALUnT IC.';
; rCG CC^t ,E117SY S '.0
Design 7.1 x Analysis
Adequate Space 7.2 x Analysis
Functioning of 7.3 X Analysis
Dwelling/Facility Site
t
Interference with 8.1 X Analysis
Mecharical Operation
Mechanical and 8.2 x Analysis
Electrical	 Functioning
of Dwelling and Site
Mechanical	 and 8.3 X Analysis
Electrical
	
Functioning
of Connections
Structural	 Integrity 9.1 X Analysis
Structural	 Integrity 9.2 X Analysis
of Dwelling
Durability 11.1 x
Durability and 11.2 x
Reliability o^'
f
Dwelling and Site,
Durability and 11.3 X
Reliability of
Connections
Maintainability of H, 12.1 X
4	 HC, HW Systems
1
Maintainability of 12.2 X
Dwelling and Site
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
A : ;r
! I?C FETS HC
,• EVALUATION
ff
I PC REQUIREMENT t; C . YES	 Is	 ;, ., M ^; ^ L'DEW
L
'	 Structural	 Connections 9.3 X Analysis
COMMENTS
Safety of Dwellings	 10.1	 X
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INTERIM PE11FOW.14ANCE CRITERIA DEVIATION APPROVAL REc_UEST
^1. Report rdunibur 2. data 1 3. Praparad By 4. Orildniration 6. System Type
1A-001 11-15-76 T. G. Taniel IBM Dept. K42 Heating and Hot Water (AIR)
u. Systum Modul No. 7. Systain SIN 8. Systum Contractor 9. IPC Deviation
IA - IBM Ultimate Load Combination (Collectors)
10. the Numbor 11. IPC Paragraph 12. Approves By 1113M) 13. Approved By (MSFC) 14. Data Approved (MSFC)
HUD Jan.	 1,
	
197 3.2.1
15. Doscription of Davdetion
No data available to substantitate that collectors meet requirements of ultimate load combinations.
i
1 Ia. Probable Cause
tl. Ei^murks
Load testing of collectors will be accomplished at MSFC.
Data received from testing will verify collector ability to meet/not meet IPC requirements for
ultimate load combinations.
lu. Dovi>ation Disposition
4	
System deviation is requested for collectors.
Collectors are Government -Furnished to IBM.
1.	 ''.,, ,ort Number 2. Deto 3. Preparad By 4. Oruaiiization 6. Systun Typo
IA--002 11-16-76 T.	 G.	 Daniel IBM Dept.	 K42 Heating and Hot Water (Air)
a. ^ystam 10odu] No. 7. Sy:zwn S/N 8. Systwn Contractor 9. IPC Daviation
1A	
I
-
)BM Resistance to Damage
10. IPC Numbor 11. IPC Paranraph 12. Approved By (IBM) 13. Appruved By (MSFC) 14. Data Approved (MSFC)
hJ5 fan.	 1, 1975 3.3.1
76. Duseriptiun of Davistion
No data available to substantiate that collectors meet requirements of resistance to damage.
Vd
`v'^`""
16. Probable Cmuso
	 ^ 1-d
k7. Ramarks
-	 Load testing of collectors will be accomplished at MSFC.
-	 Data received from testing will verify collector ability to meet/not meet IPC resistance to damage
requirements.
1:3. Duviation Disposition
-	 System deviation is requested for collectors.
-	 Collectors are Government furnished to IBM.
1--1
w
OD
INTEIIIM PERFOW'1ANCE CRITERIA DEVIATION APPROVAL JILL WEST
{j	 INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA DEVIAI ION APPROVAL_ BEQUEST	 (oyyflt
I. Iloport Numbor
1A-003
2, Data
11-16-76
3. Prepared By
T.	 G. Daniel
4. Onganitation
IBM Dept. K42
5. System Typo
Heating and }lot Water (Ai r)
G_ System I odA No. 1. System SIN 8. Systu.n Cutttractor 9. IPC Oevldt!01%
1A - IOP9 Transmission losses due to outgassing
10. IPC Nuutt,ar	 — 11. IPc Pardoraph 12. Approved By (IBMI 13. Approved By (MSFC) 14. Data Approvud (MSFC)
HUD Jan. L, 1975 5.2.6
' 1:i. Dds^fl ;lti8lt ttt r]dYitlllUit
No data available to substantiate that collectors meet requirements of transmission
losses due to outgassing.
16. Prohabld Cause
17. F{utndrks
- Weathering test wi ll be conducted on collectors at MSFC.
- Data received from testing will veri-`y collector ability to'meet/not meet IPC requirements for outgassing.
113. Daviatiost Disposition
- System deviation requested for collectors.
-- 
Collectors are Government furnished to TEE.
.	 n
.	 &.I
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Evaluation of the Sre,tem I des# , was acconp-1 is hed using a detailed sine-.
lation model of the system formulated using '=1;SYS--A Transient Simulation
Program for Solar Energy Systems. The purpose of this report is to summa-
rize the predicted systetl perfor-marace and the methods used to achieve it.
Each major component of the Systes I design was modeled in detail resulting
in time dependent interaction between the subsystems and producing true
system-level performance predictions. The simulation period was one year in
duration at integrating time steps of one-fourth hour.
Inputs to the simulation in addition to syster: configuration and subsystem
performance were forcing functions of hourly weather and space heating and hot
water load information. Outputs aria extensive and include system and subsystem
performance such as system temperatures, collector performance, loads, and
percent contribution o` the solar energy system.
Sensitivity studies were conducted to setermine optimum values for several key
system parameters:
o System flowrate was varied from 900 to 3000 CFM (1.5 to 5 CRI
per square foot of collector). Based on the results, a value
of 1500 CM (2.5 CFM/FT 2c) was chosen,
o	 The effect of the size of the storage s-ubsystem was evaluated
over the range of 150 to 600 FT 3 of pebble bed (5 to 20
BTU/°F/FT2c). Results showed that improvement in performance
was significant enough to offset additional costs up to 600.FT3;
and the selection of a specific value should be limited only by
architectural constraints on the building design. A storage
volume of 500 FT  (17.9 BTU/ oF/FT"c) was thus selected.
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Io	 The temperature differential setting controlling collector operation
was var:ec: :ro 25 Co 45 7 de ;Tees to identify the value cis*ing
optimum to g term system performance. The resultant value was 30 F
degrees.
i a optimum values determined from these parametric studies were incorporated
into the syste. design.
The following paragraphs define in somewhat more detail 'the pertinent parameters
and conditions on which the system simulation was based. Finally, the resultr.r.t
system performance predictions are su=arized for the System T design on a monthly
and/or yearly basis.
System Cnnfi^zuration
The system simulation schematic is shown in Figure 1. Major components and
their defining parameters are listed below.
o	 Collector
-	 Solar Energy Products manufacturer 1i
-	
591 FT  effective area
-	 45o tilt angle	 1
-	 0o azimuth (due south)
--	
Hottel-k-nillier-Bliss ;Motel
-	 SEPCO performance data
.	 i
o	 Storage
'	 1
-	 500 FT  bed volume
-	 7.2'14 x 10.8'L x 6.5'H
-	 17.9 BTU/oF/FT2c
-	 3/4 -- 2 1/2" pebble size
--	 Rll Insulation
-	 10 layer model
-	 Inside building
.
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•	 DIEti Heat Exchanger
Cross flow
725 ETU/HRoF UA
4 GPM water flowrate
•	 DHW Pump
-	 4 GPM
•	 DEW Pre-Heat Tank
--	 80 gallons
Un-stratified
R-22 insulation
•	 DIR4 Tank
-	 52 gallons
-	 Electrical auxiliary
-	 1400' thermostat
-	 Unstratified
-	 R-22 insulation
-	 550F make-up water temperature:
f
•	 Air Handler.
-	 1500 CFM
•	 Heat-Pump (Air-to-Air)
-	 Westinghouse Model HP036D
-	 Vendor perforr.^ance data
1-24
o	 Auxiliary Heater
-	 Electric resistance
-	 16.7 W capacity
o	 Thermostat
-	 First stage heating at room temperature below 680F
-	 Second stage heating at room temperature below 660F
-	 Air conditioning at room temperature above 770F
o	 Controls
-	 Numerous controllers are used in the si:%:!1atxon to accom-
plish the required operation. The functional control modes
are described bestow.	 ,
Collector on (fan turned on) when collector surface tempera-
ture exceeds temperature at bottom of storage by 30 F degrees.
Collector off (fan off) when collector outlet temperature
drops to less than 15 F degrees above bottom of storage. In
the su-ner by--pass mode, the fan operates only when this logic
is satisfied and the DHW preheat tank needs heat.
-	 DHW pump is turned on whenever the collector is operating and
the collector outlet temperature exceeds 4F degrees above pre-
heat tank temperature.
-	
The summer bypass mode is initiated at inception of cooling
load requirement; disengaged when heating load begins in Fall.
--	 When can collect and first stage of room thermostat is
satisfied (T	 > 68oF - no requirement for heating) air
ROOM --	 g
from collectors is supplied to storage.
OR^.GR`IAL PAGE ^
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h'hen can collect and have eamand for first stage heat,
air from collectors is d',verted to load. If in this mode
load then demands ^.-ttond stage heat (T 	 < 660F), auxiliaryROOTM —
electric strip heater is pottered on to supplement,
When cannot collect and have demand for first stage heat
and temperature in top of storage is > 90 0F, heat is supplied
from the pebble bed to the load. If in this mode load then
demands second stage heat (TROO^i < 66 0F), auxiliary electric
strip heater ie powered on to supplement.
IThen cannot collect and 'nave demand for first stage heal and
temperature in top of storage is <900F, the heat pump is
powered up. If in this mode :+,ad then demands second stage
heat (T 
ROOM< 
660F), auxiliary electric strip heater is
powered on to supplement.
Weather Data
Measured hourly weat;ler data, obtained from the U.S. Weather Bureau, was used as
input to the simulation program. This provided a Means of analyzing the per-
formance of the system for realistic climatological conditions. Since hourly
weather data are not available for Huntsville, data for Nashville for the year
1957 was selected for use as the design year. This year was selected because it
approximated the typical winter conditions experienced in Huntsville, Alabama.
Inputs to the program from the weather tapes are hourly values of total inso-
lation on a horizontal surface and the ambient temperature. A solar radiation
processor component within the simulation model converts the horizontal inso--
lation values to the proper value incident on the tilted collector surface.
The ambient temperature is used in conjunction with the building conductance
(UA) and the inside room temperature to actively determine the heat loss ratty.
For information only, the average daily insolmtion for each month and a com-
puted value of the heating degree ( OF) days per month are provided in Table 1.
1M2n
i
i
_	 --	 .y-
E` Y I
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Table I.	 Strzmary of iNeatner Data
:Month Insolation on Horizcnta' Heating Degree
Surface (BTU/FT? ) - Avg daily Days ( F)
January 597 847
February 834 506
March 1136 530
April 1635 188
May 1833 67
June 1882 3
July 2176 1
August 2071 8
September 1360 35
October 1136 305
November 821 492
December 702 612
p^GE ^S
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Hour of Day	Gallons/::our
0--7 0
7-8 2.5
8--9 5
4--10 2.5
10-11 12.5
11--12 0
12-13 2.5
13--14 0
14-16 1
16-18 0
18-20 2.5
20-21 7.	 5
21-23 1
23 -°24 0
HeEf in :g nu Hot Water Loads
T:e sp_ze heating and service hot hater loads are handled independently in
the. system nodel. 'fhe space heath.' load is modeled as a single node
^
tilt- a thermal capacitance of 2.1 x 10' BTU/ OF and a heat loss rate {UA)
of 750 BTU/Hour-0F. The internal temperature was -maintained during
the heating season with a two stage thermostat. The thermostat settings were
680F and 660F for the first and second stages respectively. The hourly heating
load of the building (QB) is expressed in the following'equati.on:
QL =	 UA (TR - Tamb)
where UA - 750 BTU/Hour - of
TR - Inside temperature {oF}
Tamb - Ambient temperature ( °F)	 .
i
The hot water load is established by a daily usage schedule. This schedule
is defined on a hourly basis with the outlet water at 140 0F and the inlet at
550F. A total of 41.5 gallons per day was established for this particular site.
For a residentual application, this would typically be doubled. The following
table presents the daily usage schedule on an hourly basis:
Table II. Daily Hot [dater Consumption
rA listing of the input data for the TP-tiSY$ System I mooel is shown in
Table III.
Performance results
The results of the one-year simulation are presented graphically in Figure 2
through 4 for each month. As shown:
o	 The annual contribution of the solar energy system to the space
heating load is 58%.
o	 The annual contribution of the solar energy system to the
domestic hot water load is 57%.
o	 The annual contribution of the solar energy system to the overall
load is 58%.
It should be noted that these results are highly dependent on a number of
assumed input conditions, including weather. Although the conditions used
for this simulation are typical, significant variations can occur.
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2.GJA 0 O.0 0 -'.J 3.3
UNI T Z	 TY5 1 2 CO L LKC TOR	 04TROLLER
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HAZARDS ANALYSIS
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PROTOTYPE SYSTEM NO. 1
HAZARDS ANALYSIS
A hazards analysis was performed to define potential hazards or undesired
events relative to the System No. l design, to identify the safety requirement
to eliminate the hazard, and to indicate the means of compliance with each
safety requirement. A summary of the hazards analysis results are given in
Table 1.	 K-
All potential hazards identified are minor level hazards and no major
hazard levels have been found. No residual hazards have been identified,
and no failure modes have been identified which would contr?bute to the
occurrence of a hazard. As shown in Table 1, the use of standard off-the-
shelf hardware minimizes potential hazards.
i
E i
	 s-Z
9 Injury due to pinch ur
sharp edges.
e Short circuits due to
wire abrasion.
s Mechanical damage due
to faulty installation.
s Mechanical damage.dua
to migration of com-
ponents during opera-
tion
a Rotating EquipmentJ^
S^
o Humidity and Fungus
Mechanical Protection o Mechaw",cal Hazards
not significantly
greater than conve
tional residence.
HAZARD DATA SUMMARY
Areas of Consideration	 Safety Requirement	 HazardiUndesired Event	 deans of Compliance
s All operator and service area
edges rounded.
e Design does not present unusual
or unique mechanical hazards.
9 Approved tie down, strain relief
and feed through ha rdware and
lnsta1lation.
9 Drawings provided with sufficient
design detail and notes to high-
light proper installation.
e Motor, Belt and Fan enclosed
e DHW Pump has all rotating parts
enclosed.
• All equipment mounted within the
residence.
Secondary Voltages
El ectromagneti c
Interference
Safety Requirement Hazard/Undesired Event Means of Compliance
* Section 516 and 616 a Personnel Shock a Use conventional equipment and
MPS (4900.1 and installation.
4910.1). a Equipment damage due to
short circuit or over- 9 All external metal parts, sur-
s Part E of ANSI A119.1 load, faces and shields to be at
electrical ground.
s Hazard exposure not
significantly greater
than conventional * UL approved 15A circuit breaker
residence.
a All wire UL approved
o Primary voltage in service areas
are protected by shields or shrin4
sleeve insulation.
-- — ` Stored Energy o Stored energy minimal
o Low voltage control circuit
Short between primary # Trarsformer isolation and physl_
and secondary circuits cal separation between primary anc
secondary circuits.
Maintain circuit o Interference between a Sensor and control hires separate(
separation power, data and control Sensor inputs are protected by
functions ground wires for each channel.
Areas of Consideration
Primary Voltages
HAZARD DATA SUMMARY
3
i
iHAZARD DATA SUMMARY
Areas of Consideration Safety Requirement Hazard/Undesired Evens Means of Compliance
Fire Safety a Use materia l s which o Flammability o-,	 matcrials o Used conventional components
do not present a fire of proven safety
hazard significantly
greater than con- o UL recognized components as
ventional	 systems a Air flow loss due to
fan failure or blockage a UL acceptance of air handler and
control subsystems
9 Proper clearance and a Interlocks to insure fan opera-
venting of elevated tion when heat strips in use
temperature surface
9 Occupant entrapment o Conventional	 design criteria
o Emergency egress and met for egress and access.
access not be less Convenient and accessible
than conventional equipment rooter
system
9 Difficulty in terminating a Main shutoff valves and switches
a Identified and system operation or are clearly labeled and easily
accessible main shut- isolating failure accessible within equipment ropm
off valves andO O switches
CD r;j
HAZARD DATA SUMMARY
Areas of Consideration
	
Safety Requirement	 Hazard/Undesired Event	 I Means of Compliance
a Hazards not signifi-
cantly greater than
conventional residen-
tial installation
Control
e Fail Safe control
Personnel exposure to a Used commercially available
high temperatures DHW tanks, pumps and heat
exchanger of proven design
Personnel exposure to a Automatic 2100F temperature
high pressures and 150 PSI pressure relief valve
Equipment damage o Stainless steel potable rated
DHW pump
• Fail Safe D11W temperature control
on both water tanks
e Insulated heat exchanger and
connecting pipes
Contamination of potable a Non potable fluid not used
water
Primary 115 Volt Shock a Safety shield used over primary
• terminal and shrink sleeving
used on 115V wire terminals
within service area.
Shorts from primary 115V a Primary and control voltages
to 24V control circuits transformer isolated with
wiring physically separated
Damage to collector by * Collector temperature protect
over temperature mode for summer operation
Control failures o Autonomous temperature limits
and -interlocks within control
circuits
Domestic Hot Water	 9 Where applicable
Section 515 and 615
MPS (4900.1 and 4910.1
a Part C ANSI A119.1
Areas of Consideration Safety Requirement Hazard/Undesired Event Means of Compliance
Air Handler a Section 516 and 616 o Primary 115 Volt Shock a Primary 115 Volt circuit
MPS {4900.1	 and terminations enclosed
4910.1 )
Is Part C ANSI A119.1 a Over temperature protected motor
UL acceptance s Toxic or Flammable e UL approved wire nuts
materials
a Use commercial components of
proven design
a Independent review of material
hazards
^, a UL acceptance of the completed
air handler and controller
assembly
Rotating Equipment % Fan, motor and belt totally
entanglement enclosed
Auxiliary Heat t Use conventional equipment of-
proven design and installation
9 Electrical Shock s Primary power terminations
enclosed
* Fire hazard if air flow
interrupted e Control	 interlocks between fan
and heat strips
a Excessive surface ® Positive action air flow velocity
temperatures switch interlesk
rr o Heater installed in insulated
duct
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